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Introduction

In this thesis, I explore two architectural photo-essays that engage with (reflecting, rebutting,
questioning) the concepts of cultural heritage, particularly with regard to the preservation of
vernacular architecture. Concerns about the erosion and evolution of regional architecture styles
and of significant landscapes, whether natural or built, have existed for centuries, but it was
largely after the First and Second World Wars that preserving these environments entered into
international diplomacy as both a tool and a goal: a tool to foster a sense of universal humanity
that transcends borders, and a goal of actually achieving this monumental task.1 I argue that
UNESCO’s economic and political reasons for preserving cultural heritage have affected the way
photographers approached and framed World Heritage sites in their work.
As the cultural agency of the United Nations, UNESCO (the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization) has endeavored to turn heritage preservation into a symbol
of global unity while presenting “heritage” as an agnostic truth outside of political or social
agendas. In the era of UNESCO, “heritage” is the inheritance of a particular people, a symbol of
national identity, and a shared possession of the entire world—all at the same time. Lynn
Meskell has elucidated this multivalent conception of heritage in her ongoing institutional
ethnography of UNESCO.2 The uneasy relationship between these seemingly contradictory

1

Anthropologist Lynn Meskell approaches cultural heritage preservation (its practices and its more symbolic
significance) through the issues of sovereignty, globalism, and human rights. In her introduction to Global Heritage:
A Reader (a multi-author volume she edited), Meskell writes: “Global heritage, I would posit, is not a thing per se,
but a set of politically inflected material practices, whether one is talking about a World Heritage site, for example,
or its governance through a set of international legal framings, translated and enacted at a national level and having
devolved concrete effects for local residents.” Meskell, “Introduction,” Global Heritage: A Reader (Chichester, UK:
Wiley Blackwell, 2015), 2.
2
See note 1 and Lynn Meskell and Christoph Brumann, “UNESCO and New World Orders,” in Global Heritage: A
Reader, 22–42.
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notions of heritage came to the fore in UNESCO’s 1972 World Heritage Convention, which I
discuss in more detail later.
This thesis delves into late-1970s photo-essays by Balthazar Korab and Mario Cresci,
whose divergent approaches to depicting cultural heritage concern the preservation of vernacular
architecture in Yemen and Southern Italy, respectively. By exploring and applying a critical lens
to these two examples—looking at Korab’s photo-essay within its context of commercial
architectural photography, and positioning Cresci’s work against the tradition of humanist
photography that was often associated with UNESCO’s ethos—this thesis complicates the
possibility of “preserving” a locale’s vernacular architecture in its original state. Especially in
relation to architecture, photography is often understood as a means to document a heritage site’s
fragile vernacular structures, to preserve them for posterity in the event that the sites are
destroyed and only the photographs remain, or to use the photographs as primary source material
for reconstructing vanished heritage. Such uses of photography require reckoning with the
images’s ability to truly capture its subject—a question often overlooked in utilitarian
architectural photography.
As for the subject of heritage and vernacular architecture, an important distinction must
be made between a built environment that is lived in and has evolved organically over centuries
as the result of human habitation (such as the towns in Yemen and Italy that this thesis focuses
on) and a culturally significant monument that was constructed to fulfill the purpose of being a
monument. I exclusively focus on the former because the decision-making and preservation
activities of UNESCO, when it is dealing with entire neighborhoods or cities on the World
Heritage list, can have a measurable impact on people’s daily lives (as compared to UNESCO’s
work on singular monuments, which generally affects fewer aspects of quotidian life). The
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application of World Heritage criteria can have significant implications for the inhabitants of
such places. When UNESCO attempts to preserve or restore, for instance, the architecture and
urban plan of a medieval walled city within a municipality, its efforts have the aim of turning the
city static, of freezing it in time, of attempting to arrest the unavoidable changes (erosion, fading,
crumbling, collapse) that all human environments go through as a civilization evolves.
In this thesis, I first discuss the principles of the World Heritage Convention and
UNESCO’s mission in the wake of the Second World War to create citizens of the world and
discourage nationalism in favor of universalism. I then move to a discussion of Korab’s 1981
photo-essay, “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” documenting vernacular architecture and
typical agricultural landscapes in the nation’s capital city Sanaa and the small towns around it, as
well as the Red Sea port city Mocha, and Shibam, the capital of the central Yemen region
Hadhramaut. Korab made the photographs during a 1978 trip, concurrently with a UNESCO
campaign to preserve Yemen’s walled Old City of Sanaa (and eventually inscribe it as a World
Heritage Site). This case study demonstrates the way that architectural preservation is often
enmeshed with economic interests that seek to stabilize heritage beyond what is possible for a
populated town, an inhabited building, or an agricultural terrace—all of which are constantly,
imperceptibly, and uncontrollably changed from their interactions with humanity and with the
corrosive effects of nature.
Finally, I turn to Cresci’s 1975 photobook Matera: Immagini e documenti, which
collected five years (1970–75) of his photographs of the Southern Italian town Matera—both its
troglodyte settlements (continuously inhabited since the Paleolithic era) and its contemporary
suburbs. In the 1950s, the Italian government had cleared most of the cave-like homes built into
the cliffs of Matera’s Sassi, in order to renovate and improve the rudimentary living conditions
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of the peasants who inhabited them; in this era, many Materans were relocated to modern
apartment blocks on the outskirts of the town. When Cresci photographed Matera in the 1970s,
the Sassi were still largely abandoned and un-restored, but by 1993 (when the Sassi di Matera
were given UNESCO World Heritage status) Italy’s renovations had transformed Matera into a
resort town and a center of tourism and culture. Studying Cresci’s photobook reveals how topdown and outside-in historic restoration projects—like the interventions in Matera carried out by
Italy and later by UNESCO—ignore the constant flux and transformation over time that are
unavoidable in any town.

Historiography of architectural photography
The core ideas of my thesis are informed by late twentieth-century histories of architectural
photography, especially those that study photographic commissions, often by national
governments, as urban records that contributed to the formation of national or regional identity.
Many such histories focus particularly on nineteenth-century Western photographic
commissions—the kind of project characterized by the French government’s photographic
surveys intended to document the nation’s historical patrimony.
Significant scholarship already exists on these kinds of large-scale surveys of
architecture. In the 1980s, two exhibitions at Montreal’s Canadian Centre for Architecture
(CCA) examined the use of images to study or document built environments: 1982’s
Photography and Architecture: 1839–1939, curated by Richard Pare; and 1989’s Architecture
and Its Image: Four Centuries of Architectural Representation, curated by Eve Blau and Edward
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N. Kaufman.3 The 1989 exhibition also included architectural representations in media other than
photography (drawings, scale models, watercolors), but underpinning both exhibitions was the
idea that pictorial surveys of architecture, when commissioned by state bureaus, were means of
projecting and reifying the desired essence of a city or a nation and communicating it to
foreigners as well as citizens. Beyond nationalist projects, both CCA exhibitions dealt with
photographs made by Westerners on expeditions to colonies or prospective colonies. Pare points
out in the 1982 exhibition catalogue that the early evolution of photography, circa 1850–1900,
coincided with a period of Western imperial expansion. In India, for instance, the British Empire
commissioned photographers to record the built and natural environments of colonial territories
(e.g., Linnaeus Tripe, the official photographer of British India’s Madras Province in the 1850s);
Pare wrote that these surveys were both practical and symbolic, with the effect of
“demonstrat[ing] the wealth of the newly subject states and…provid[ing] information that could
assist in their control and exploitation.”4
The notion of the 1980s CCA exhibitions—that architectural photography has often been
a means of nation-building—was further developed in 2012 in Camera Constructs:
Photography, Architecture, and the Modern City, a collection of essays edited by architectural
historian Andrew Higgott and architect Timothy Wray. In one essay, British photographer–
turned–art historian Edward Whittaker studied Édouard Baldus’s photographic survey of
Second-Empire Parisian architecture, which was commissioned by the city prefect Baron
Haussmann to document the newly created wide boulevards and open plazas, now lined with
new buildings of uniform height, color, and style. Haussmann’s renovation created new urban
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Richard Pare, Photography and Architecture: 1839–1939, exh. cat. (Montreal: Canadian Centre for Architecture,
1982). Eve Blau and Edward N. Kaufman, Architecture and Its Image: Four Centuries of Architectural
Representation, exh. cat. (Montreal: Canadian Centre for Architecture, 1989).
4
Pare, Photography and Architecture: 1839–1939, 21.
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vistas and freed monumental architecture from the clutter of medieval structures—all in service
of making a modern Paris, meant to be viewed. Whittaker found that Baldus’s photographs
elevated Haussmann’s work; in an 1855 photograph of the Madeleine, for instance, Baldus used
a three-quarters perspective to exaggerate the building’s angular mass and scrubbed the negative
of any obstructions that Haussmann could not demolish, like lampposts. Whittaker wrote that the
rationality and Archimedean configuration of monuments in Baldus’s photographs “attain a
pinnacle of photography insofar as they are intended as strategic images that, in their perfection,
convince of the natural and historical inevitability of the French Empire.”5 My own formal
analyses of images by Korab and Cresci in this thesis are informed by Whittaker’s idea that the
features common to the genre of architectural photography-for-hire (de-peopled vistas; attention
to geometry and scale) transmit the monument’s timeless significance to the nation-state.
Another key work on architectural photography and statecraft is a special issue of the journal
Visual Resources titled “Intersection of Photography and Architecture,” edited by Maria
Antonella Pelizzari and Paolo Scrivano.6
Tom Allbeson, in his 2021 monograph Photography and the Cultural History of the
Postwar European City, takes an interdisciplinary cultural-studies approach to representations of
architecture and cityscapes. Allbeson’s book studies photographs and photo-essays that depicted
the destroyed cities of post–Second World War Britain, West Germany, and France. He focuses
in particular on photo-reportage in popular magazines, specialist journals, government reports,
and propaganda publications—images intended to document and communicate to laypeople as

Italics in original. Edward Whittaker, “Photography and the Subject of Architecture,” in Camera Constructs:
Photography, Architecture and the Modern City, ed. Andrew Higgott and Timothy Wray (Farnham, Surrey, UK:
Ashgate, 2012), 127.
6
Maria Antonella Pelizzari and Paolo Scrivano, eds., “Intersection of Photography and Architecture,” special
issue, Visual Resources 27, no. 2 (2011).
5
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well as urban policy and architecture professionals the work of rebuilding and memorializing in
postwar European cities. Allbeson contends that these images followed but also influenced the
direction of state-sponsored urban renewal and he theorizes “the active and directive role played
by publicly circulating photographs of architecture and urban space in communicating and
promoting vital attitudes, ideas and perspectives on the city, the nation and the idea of
‘Europe.’”7 Allbeson’s useful approach considers the feedback cycle between policy, the
practices of urban renewal and preservation, and photographic representations of those practices.
His framework is crucial for my study, which aims to consider Korab’s and Cresci’s visual
representations of architectural preservation alongside the public policy—of cultural heritage; of
urban renewal—to which they were responding.

Review of scholarship on Balthazar Korab and Mario Cresci
Hungarian American architect/photographer Balthazar Korab (1926–2013) has received very
little scholarly attention, perhaps because he was most notable as an architectural photographerfor-hire. John Comazzi (a professor and practitioner of architecture) wrote the only monograph
on Korab to date, published in 2012.8 Comazzi devotes a spread of his book to Korab’s Yemen
trip but primarily focuses on Korab’s most widely published photographs, which are midcentury
images of modernist architecture designed by the likes of Eero Saarinen and Minoru Yamasaki.
Korab’s papers and negatives are in the archives of the Library of Congress, including a vast
number of color and black-and-white slides and contact sheets from his Yemen trip (images that
go far beyond those few published in the AIA Journal, including, notably, a number of portraits
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Tom Allbeson, Photography and the Cultural History of the Postwar European City (Abingdon, Oxon, UK:
Routledge, 2021), 2.
8
John Comazzi, Balthazar Korab: Architect of Photography (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2012).
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of Yemenis whom Korab encountered). I consulted the Yemen materials at the Library of
Congress in 2018, before the Korab archive had been processed. From Korab’s correspondence
and documents pertaining to the trip (including itineraries, articles that he had clipped during his
research, and pitches to magazines for his eventual Yemen photo-essay), I learned that he
undertook this project entirely of his own volition and that he often said he derived deep personal
satisfaction from photographing vernacular architecture (as opposed to the photography of
modernist architecture that had made up the majority of his career).9
The oeuvre of Italian photographer Mario Cresci (b. 1942) has been well studied,
particularly by Italian art historians. He has been the subject of three sizeable retrospective
exhibitions that have generated a significant amount of new scholarship, as well as a 600-page
2020 monograph (Mario Cresci: Segni Migranti) encapsulating the majority of his career
output—with particular emphasis on Cresci’s graphic design work, which has been littleexamined until now.10 In 2004, Turin’s Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea
mounted the exhibition Mario Cresci: Le Case della fotografia, 1966–2003, curated by Pier
Giovanni Castagnoli and Riccardo Passoni. The corresponding exhibition catalogue includes an
insightful essay by art historian Roberta Valtorta, “Mario Cresci’s Circular Time,” which posited
that Cresci’s oeuvre principally deals with themes of history and memory and their mutability;
for Valtorta, Cresci’s works are never “resolved formally in a definitive manner, never
finished…but, if anything, [are] referred to an experience that changes each time.”11 Valtorta
also contributed a key essay about the openness of Cresci’s images and process to the catalogue

9

Balthazar Korab collection, Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. Finding aid
for the collection available at https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/eadpnp.pp020001.
10
Mario Cresci, Mario Cresci: Segni Migranti (Rome: Postcart, 2020).
11
Roberta Valtorta, “Mario Cresci’s Circular Time,” in Mario Cresci: Le case della fotografia, 1996–2000, exh.
cat., ed. Pier Giovanni Castagnoli and Riccardo Passoni (Turin: Galleria d’Arte Moderna, 2004), 46.
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for Cresci’s 2017 retrospective at Bergamo’s Galleria d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea
(GAMeC), curated by Cresci and GAMeC director M. Cristina Rodeschi.12 The catalogue for the
GAMeC exhibition (titled Mario Cresci: La fotografia del no, 1964–2016) also includes a useful
essay by Marco Romanelli, who discusses how Cresci’s interdisciplinary, anthropological
photographic output evades categorization13; Mauro Zanchi’s text about the nonlinear time in
Cresci’s work, particularly the series Interni mossi (which I discuss in chapter three)14; and
Nicoletta Leonardi’s “L’artista come moderno artigiano,” which discusses Cresci’s almostethnographic photography projects centered on small towns in Southern Italy, like Tricarico and
Matera (including Interni Mossi and the urban planning surveys he conducted in Southern Italy
before creating Matera: Immagini e documenti). For these anthropologically oriented projects,
Cresci often interviewed residents to learn how their towns and homes supported (or didn’t) their
ways of life; the interviews informed his photographs (and vice-versa) of inhabited homes,
communal sites like cafés and large farms, religious processions, and ancient artifacts from local
archaeological museums, and Cresci often combined his texts with his photographs in printed
formats (books, urban planning reports).15
Separate from Cresci’s retrospective exhibition catalogues are two texts that insightfully
discuss the photographer’s interdisciplinary works, in terms of his biography and particularly his
training in design and work experience in an urban planning collective. In a 2019 essay titled
“Photography and Materiality in Italy in the 1960s and 1970s: Mario Cresci’s Work Between

Roberta Valtorta, “Cyclical Time and Hypertext,” in Mario Cresci: La fotografia del no, 1964–2016, exh. cat., ed.
M. Cristina Rodeschini (Bergamo: GAMeC, 2017), 11–16.
13
Marco Romanelli, “Sull’inutilità del definire,” in Mario Cresci: La fotografia del no, 1964–2016, exh. cat., ed. M.
Cristina Rodeschini (Bergamo: GAMeC, 2017), 17–20.
14
Mauro Zanchi, “Fantasmi dell’oblio (Gli archivi di Mnemosyne),” in Mario Cresci: La fotografia del no, 1964–
2016, ed. M. Cristina Rodeschini (Bergamo: GAMeC, 2017), 229–232.
15
See Nicoletta Leonardi, “L’artista come moderno artigiano,” in Mario Cresci: La fotografia del no, 1964–2016,
ed. M. Cristina Rodeschini (Bergamo: GAMeC, 2017), 39–42.
12
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Urban Activism and Participatory Planning,” Nicoletta Leonardi offered new information about
Cresci’s urban planning career (which first brought him to Matera’s Basilicata region) and the
ethos of egalitarian participatory planning that infused Matera: Immagini e documenti.16 Maria
Antonella Pelizzari’s 2000 article “Mario Cresci’s ‘Inadvertent Little Gestures’” focused
particularly on Cresci’s 1979 photobook Misurazioni, a work that tried to understand Southern
Italy with photographs that were not representations but “analogical signs.”17 I find these texts
particularly useful for understanding the political engagement of Cresci’s work. The Sassi di
Matera were not yet a UNESCO World Heritage Site at the time Cresci made Matera: Immagini
e documenti, but his book deals critically with the issues raised by similar bureaucratic
preservation efforts—a poeticization of the architecture and lifestyles of rural people; the
deployment of photography as a form of record-making, without reckoning with the
photograph’s value for documenting vanishing heritage; and the domination of local
communities by technocratic outside forces.
Both Cresci’s and Korab’s photo-essays deal with utilitarian uses of photography as a
means to record vanishing architectural heritage, and here their approaches diverge. Where
Korab’s essay deploys his photographs to communicate and preserve for posterity the unique
merits—aesthetic; environmental; societal—of Yemen’s vernacular architecture, Cresci’s
photobook questions its own photographs’ ability to capture the aspects of Matera that define its
identity—the residents; the interactions of daily life; the unexpected visual correspondences
between the ancient Sassi, the contemporary apartments, and the natural landscape. In this thesis,

Nicoletta Leonardi, “Photography and Materiality in Italy in the 1960s and 1970s: Mario Cresci’s Work Between
Urban Activism and Participatory Planning,” in Photography as Power: Dominance and Resistance through the
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the distinction between Korab’s and Cresci’s photo-essays, and the photo-essays produced by
UNESCO, hinges on whether they aim to create authoritative narratives about architectural
heritage (as I argue UNESCO’s and Korab’s essays do) or to undermine those narratives (as
Cresci does).

11

Chapter 1: UNESCO, the World Heritage Convention, and Notions of Cultural Heritage

In the wake of World War II, the United Nations formed with a mission to prevent another global
war the likes of WWII. The member nations hoped to foster a common sentiment of being a
“citizen of the world”; the UN’s means were primarily diplomacy, international consensus, and
shared commitments across national lines. UNESCO, the UN’s cultural agency, shared the UN’s
values and methodology. It was a natural step when, in 1972, UNESCO adopted the World
Heritage Convention, codifying these values and committing signatory governments to protect
their own national heritage, as well as the cultural and natural heritage sites located within their
borders that were perceived belonging to the “world” and as shared by all people worldwide.18
The Convention established the World Heritage Committee, which had four functions:
create a World Heritage List identifying cultural or natural sites of “outstanding universal value”;
keep an accounting of sites on the World Heritage List that are threatened or endangered;
disburse resources of the World Heritage Fund; and “assist member states, as far as possible, in
the protection of their properties of outstanding universal value.”19 UNESCO has said, in
retrospect, that “the most significant feature of the 1972 World Heritage Convention is that it
links together in a single document the concepts of nature conservation and the preservation of
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cultural properties. The Convention recognizes the way in which people interact with nature, and
the fundamental need to preserve the balance between the two.”20
The World Heritage Convention promoted a shared international stewardship of
irreplaceable manmade and natural features around the world. The UN’s philosophy of global
citizenship became UNESCO’s and the World Heritage Convention’s commitment to protecting
structures, sites, artworks, and cultural heritage practices, regardless of their location or nation of
origin. The World Heritage Convention put forth arguments for protecting a country’s own
cultural heritage as well as for protecting the cultural heritage of its international neighbors or
allies. A nation needed to protect its own heritage (per the WHC’s formulation) as a sort of
nonrenewable resource, one that would bring to its home state benefits both economic (primarily
tourism, but also culture industries and NGOs, grants, and the like) and sociopolitical (primarily
fostering national pride, shared national identity, and the goodwill of citizens when they saw
their cultural heritage supported by the state). And a nation needed to protect the cultural heritage
of other nations to build political goodwill, foster international tourism, and support an economy
of international consultancies (in architecture, historic preservation, environmental protection,
and innumerable other fields) that could yield material benefits for many countries (whether they
were hiring the consultants or exporting them).
The intention behind UNESCO’s campaigns was to turn cultural preservation into a
symbol of global unity and shared values post–World War II. In practice, UNESCO’s campaigns
have the effect of presenting “heritage” as an agnostic truth beyond specific political or social
agendas. In many cases, photographers depicted World Heritage sites using politically engaged
styles of photography from midcentury—although not all scholars agree about the political
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alignment of these styles, as I address below. The postwar aesthetic defined as “humanist
photography” is particularly associated with UNESCO’s work—first, because the humanist
photograph adopts a documentary conceit, in order to present a problem with reportage and make
an essayistic and logical case for the need to address it; and second because UNESCO has
commissioned books and essays from photographers and curators associated with the humanist
tradition of engaged photography, such as David Seymour and Edward Steichen, whose
UNESCO-connected projects I will address later. French art historian (and photographer in his
own right) Jean-Claude Gautrand characterized humanist photography in terms of a somewhat
lofty, idealist ethos:
lyrical…, warm, fervent, and responsive to the sufferings of humanity. [Humanist
photography] began to assert itself during the 1950s in Europe, particularly in France….
Photographers often dreamed of a world of mutual succor and compassion, encapsulated
ideally in a solicitous vision. The exhibition The Family of Man, organized by Steichen in
New York in 1955, marked the culmination of this humanistic universalism, which
sought to understand rather than pass judgment.21
Gautrand’s definition principally emerges from the prominent humanist photographers who
coalesced in France in the 1950s—particularly, the photographers who founded the Magnum
collective in Paris in 1947 (Robert Capa, Henri Cartier-Bresson, David Seymour, George
Rodgers). In the essay where he proposed this definition, Gautrand also aligned humanist
photography with the neorealist movement (largely associated with film and literature rather than
photography and centered in Italy as opposed to France) and with a left or center-left, pacifist,
universalist politics—similar to the United Nations’ approach to geopolitics.
More recently, the art historian Martina Caruso has argued that beyond France and the
United States, humanist photography was generally more politically ambiguous than the
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Magnum photographers were, as the style was deployed in a wide range of propaganda—by
Mussolini’s fascist regime, Italian and German Communists, and Allied and Resistance forces
during World War II. (Magnum’s brand of humanism, meanwhile, was largely supportive of
less-polemical postwar universalism.) She also suggested that humanist and neorealist art should
not be conflated. In her 2016 survey Italian Humanist Photography from Fascism to the Cold
War, Caruso was among the first to critically examine some forty years of Italian humanist
photography. She defined humanism—also in terms of ethos, more so than in terms of visual
style—as “a movement that prioritized human feelings and emotions and a sense of identity and
community within an increasingly globalized, destabilized world.”22 Caruso found that humanist
photography could be—but was not necessarily—motivated by borderless universalism; it could
also be oriented toward reifying shared identity on a national or regional scale. The key
conclusion of Caruso’s book is that humanist photography is ambivalent and wide-ranging in its
political commitments—not necessarily leftist or antifascist.23 Caruso wrote, “Humanist
photography is revealed in its paradoxical nature, its capacity to disguise itself as religiously
affiliated, as apolitical or as strongly engagé, as artistic, photojournalistic, or “neorealist,”
connecting with the power of pathos, but also with forms of schadenfreude.”24
I propose below that the humanist photography closely associated with or commissioned
by UNESCO aligns more with Gautrand’s definition than with Caruso’s. Caruso’s more complex
definition of humanism’s political alignment, however, is key to the third chapter of my thesis,
which deals specifically with the Italian photographer Mario Cresci’s reaction to the global and
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the specifically Italian humanist and/or neorealist approaches to Matera and marginalized
Southern Italy.
I propose that two major examples demonstrate the humanism of UNESCO-associated
midcentury photography: the landmark 1955 exhibition The Family of Man, curated by Edward
Steichen; and David Seymour’s 1949 UNESCO/UNICEF-commissioned photobook Children of
Europe. These are projects that valued the photograph as a document of the human condition
(generally, human misery, or triumph over the misery of one’s surroundings)—or at least these
projects’ images were deployed as documents of the human condition in photo-essays produced
by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), by the United Nations itself, or by one of its
specialized agencies. First, I will address UNESCO’s boosterism of the successful exhibition The
Family of Man.

The Family of Man and the UNESCO Courier
In February 1956, UNESCO dedicated an issue of its monthly photo magazine, the
Courier, to the phenomenon of Steichen’s touring exhibition The Family of Man, which was
visiting Paris at the time.25 The letter from editor-in-chief Sandy Koffler published in that issue
of the Courier discussed photography as an innovation in communication technology that
“opened a new window on the world to mankind,” and whose visual fidelity was increasing even
as photographic reproductions became cheaper and more accessible. “Today photographs are
everywhere around us,” Koffler wrote. “Photography has helped to enrich our lives, …has given
us a new vision of the world, …speaks a universal language.”26 Further in, the Courier’s feature
on The Family of Man reproduces Carl Sandburg’s prologue from the MoMA exhibition
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catalogue (“A camera testament, a drama of the grand canyon of humanity, an epic woven of
fun, mystery and holiness here is the Family of Man!”) and arranges photographs by the kinds of
human relationships they depict. Steichen’s exhibition used the same organizational scheme,
with groupings like “Marriage,” “Mothers and Babies,” and “Woman’s Work.” In the Courier,
the opening spread bears four photographs from the exhibition’s “Family Groups” hanging: Nat
Farbman’s 1947 portrait of a Botswana tribe; Vito Fiorenza’s circa-1940s photograph of a
Sicilian family inside a house; Carl Mydans’s 1949 photograph of the Kasakawa family, posing
with farming tools in a field in Shiga, Japan; and Nina Leen’s 1946 image Four Generations of
Farmers in This Ozark Family Posing in Front of a Wall with Portraits of Their Fifth
Generation (Fig. 1a,b).
Allbeson has said that The Family of Man is perhaps the most prominent early vector of
the idea of photography as a universal language and that its lineage is strictly connected to
photographers working in Magnum. For instance, Magnum and The Family of Man were both
involved in the weekly photo-essay “People Are People the World Over,” conceived by photo
editor John G. Morris, a Capa collaborator who commissioned a group of photographers
involved in the creation of Magnum. It was published in issues of the 1948 volume of the
American magazine Ladies Home Journal and it represented Magnum’s first exhibition, Gesicht
der Zeit, which toured Austria in 1955. Allbeson argues that these projects and The Family of
Man shared a “visual and verbal rhetoric…[and a] commitment to photography as a universal
language mobilised in the service of peace, capable of bringing diverse people together in the
image of a common humanity.”27 As Allbeson says, the humanist photographs favored by
UNESCO are meant to be comprehended at a glance by any viewer, regardless of their cultural
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background, since The Family of Man sought an essence of humanity that could be found
anywhere in the world. These kinds of photographs also favor portraiture over landscapes but
The Family of Man images suggest that cultural heritage can be boiled down to a timeless,
enduring paradigm.

David Seymour’s Children of Europe, a UNESCO commission
Another characteristic project of humanist photography is Children of Europe, a 1949 photobook
commissioned by the United Nations agencies UNESCO and UNICEF (United Nations
International Children’s Community Fund), from Magnum photographer David “Chim”
Seymour. Seymour (1911–56) was a Polish Jew who ended up studying in Paris in the 1930s,
where he became involved in the leftist worker-photography movement; his first published
photo-reportage covered the Spanish Civil War for the French Communist and antifascist
magazine Regards.28 He served in the U.S. Army and became a U.S. citizen during World War
II, during which time his parents were killed by Nazis in a Polish ghetto they were confined to in
Otwock (outside Warsaw) where the Seymour (originally Szymin, from which Seymour got his
nickname “Chim”) family had a vacation home.29 In May 1948, UNESCO commissioned
Seymour for a “photo survey of war-hit nations”—Austria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, and Poland—
focusing particularly on the “needs and problems of children:… the needs for education,
housing, clothing, food and diet, medical care [including a UNICEF anti-T.B. campaign],
recreation, and the needs of handicapped[,] delinquent and working children.”30 Inge Bondi has
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posited that this assignment was “a labor of love” for Seymour, perhaps because he too, like
many of Children of Europe’s subjects, had been traumatized by and lost his parents to World
War II. Regardless, Seymour accepted UNESCO’s fee of $26 per day (far below his standard
$100 per day) for his three-month journey.31
Some of the resulting images were published in Life magazine and the UNESCO Courier
before Children of Europe came out in 1949. It was a small (sixty-two-page) book of black-andwhite photographs of a fragmented and ruined postwar Europe—showing children walking,
playing, smoking, working, sometimes interacting with adults, in settings that include ruined and
bombed-out cityscapes, reformatories, hospitals, factories, and cramped family homes. A preface
called “Letter to a Grown Up” purports to be a missive from an anonymous child. It details the
deficits facing children growing up in the aftermath of World War II (disability, hunger,
homelessness, inability to go to school); from the first sentence, it implicates the adult who is
presumably reading it: “I am not writing to you today out of resentment, although I could easily
detest you.”32
Short captions are paired with for several photographs, none of them identifying the
dates, subjects, or settings of the scenes; instead, the captions (in English, Spanish, and French)
are emotive short statements, written as if from the perspective of a generalized child (or group
of children) in postwar Europe. For example, on one page, there is a caption between a
photograph of a group of boys clinging to the outside of a crowded tram, and a photograph of
three boys smoking cigarettes against a stone wall; in the latter, the boy nearest the camera looks
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into the lens as he takes a drag from the cigarette, with a slight smirk on his face (fig. 2). The
caption between the two images reads: “We sneak free rides, we smoke stolen cigarettes, we buy
and sell on the black-market. Who has taught us any better?”33 Five pages later, there is a
photograph of a boy standing in front of two long tables of men, chewing his nails; one of the
bespectacled men in the foreground looks up at the boy, with a piece of paper in his hands (fig.
3). The boy seems to be facing a court —perhaps for stealing those tram rides or cigarettes—as
the caption below the image implies: “The Reformatory—This is not the home we dreamed
of!”34
Seymour’s subsequent photographs follow the children of Europe through their
reformatory stays. In the photograph of a teen girl sitting, with her back to us, in a sparse room
with dormitory-style bed, the window she faces is barred on the outside, but the window panes
have been thrown open (fig. 4). He pictured hospital wards for children with disabilities: in one,
a girl, probably younger than ten years old, with a toothy smile and a brace around her torso,
balances between tightly packed beds in a dormitory or hospital ward (fig. 5). And he captured
their workplaces, including a girl who feeds fabric through a sewing machine, while an older
man stands behind her and peers over her shoulder at her work and another in a room plastered
with page proofs, where five children operate a printing press, some standing on stools to reach
the machinery (figs. 6, 7).
The photographs most relevant to this thesis, because they depict vernacular architecture
and urban vistas in varying states of disrepair, are those of children in ruined cityscapes. In the
first image in the book, three small boys walk down a road that runs between scrubby brush on
one side and a partially destroyed building on the other. Several still-standing fragments of the
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building’s walls rise against a hazy sky (fig. 8).35 The photograph’s caption is “Millions of
children first knew life amongst death and destruction.” Like other captions in Children of
Europe, it does not give the photograph’s location, but Tom Allbeson has identified it as the site
of the Battle of Monte Cassino, on a hilltop south of Rome.36
The composition of Seymour’s image recalls nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
photographs of the Roman Forum, like Gaetano Pedo’s nineteenth-century albumen print where
the three remaining columns of the Temple of Castor and Pollux pierce the sky and below them,
two men stand on a road that snakes through piles of collapsed columns (fig. 9). Pedo’s
photograph depicts the Eternal City, where ruins form the foundation for the contemporary
metropolis in the background; the tiny human figures represent the present moment’s minuteness
in the millennia of Roman history. Seymour’s photograph, with its recent ruins and no intact
cityscape in the background, instead emphasizes the total destruction of the present moment and
its urgency. Allbeson has proposed that, with images like these, “Children of Europe charts a
transition of the ruined cityscapes, from manifestations of past trauma to sites of potential.
Against this symbolic backdrop, children represent the opportunity for a peaceful postwar
future.”37 The scarred Roman ruins could be imagined as war survivors similar to the three
children among them—representing fertile ground for regrowth—but also the survivors’
irreparably destroyed pasts, isolation from their former milieux, and loneliness in a world that
has been reduced to rubble. Historian Stefan-Ludwig Hoffmann has written that Children of
Europe “depicted the universal suffering of children in post-war Europe without making
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distinctions such as providing explanatory captions about the date and location of the
photographs or the nationality of the children.”38
Children of Europe depended on the power of the documentary photograph to depict a
desperate situation and transmit its immediacy to readers. The book’s social advocacy plays on
emotion that is meant to inspire its readers to a sense of urgency about rectifying Europe’s
postwar destruction. It also allowed UNESCO to build political and diplomatic consensus that
would impel national governments to buy into the rebuilding mission. The barebones captions
and lack of geographical specificity allowed UNESCO’s campaign to appeal generally to
member nations without making the parties to World War II culpable for the present crisis or
drawing in the complexities of postwar nationalism or international relations. Instead, Seymour’s
image was of a borderless Europe where a problem in one town equaled a problem for the entire
continent.
Seymour’s work in Children of Europe has some relation and visual similarity to other
photographs in Steichen’s The Family of Man. Indeed, some of Seymour’s UNESCOcommissioned photographs from Children of Europe were included in Steichen’s exhibition as
well. The Family of Man gave generalized captions to photographs of highly specific cultural
context in order to avoid entering into international politics with its argument that humanity is a
single family as opposed to a collection of warring clans. As Hoffmann remarked,
The Family of Man was hence part and parcel of the midcentury search for a new
universal morality—and photography seemed to provide its lingua franca. As critics of
post-war photography like Roland Barthes or Susan Sontag have stressed, “by purporting
to show that individuals are born, work, laugh, and die everywhere in the same way, The
Family of Man denied the determining weight of history—of genuine and historically
embedded differences.”39
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Hoffmann’s larger argument about postwar photo-reportage is that it was used to inspire
empathy for suffering people without making anyone culpable for causing that suffering. The
victorious Allied forces turned to empathetic imagery once World War II had been won;
photographs that focused on destruction in Germany were meant to inspire self-recrimination, a
sense of shame, and a feeling of individual responsibility to repair the harms of the war.
Allbeson writes that Children of Europe would be the first in a long line of UNESCO
imagery featuring photographs of children.40 He makes the case that images of children in
particular were instrumental toward UNESCO’s ideal of international cooperation and global
citizenship. Children represented blamelessness, neutrality in war, a shared future that would
transcend national borders and the lifetime of the individual. Allbeson writes: “The children
captured by Seymour as published in Children of Europe have become symbols rather than
citizens. They are symbolic of need; they are a means to elicit funds; they facilitate the
performance of the concerned gaze of UNESCO. But they are not themselves.”41

UNESCO’s heritage campaigns as the immediate postwar era recedes
In the immediate aftermath of World War II, UNESCO’s campaigns relating to the
environment focused on rebuilding for the future. UNESCO’s involvement in protecting heritage
did not really begin until 1960, when member nations agreed to fund the campaign to relocate
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Nubian monuments in Egypt and Sudan out of the basin of the planned Lake Nasser, an artificial
reservoir that would be formed by damming the Nile. Between 1960 and 1980, the Nubia
campaign relocated 22 monuments near the Nile, including the campaign’s centerpiece, the Abu
Simbel temple complex. Other campaigns to safeguard cultural sites followed (including
fortifying Pakistan’s Moenjodaro city ruins against Indus River flooding in 1970 and restoring
Indonesia’s Borobudur Temple Compounds). These campaigns were the natural predecessors to
the 1972 World Heritage Convention, which would unify the protection of cultural sites and get
the buy-in of all nations that were party to the convention to contribute funds, and sometimes
technical expertise and manpower, to the preservation of cultural and natural heritages other than
their own.
In 1978, the World Heritage Committee adopted its first set of ten criteria for heritage
properties that would be inscribed on the World Heritage List (six for cultural heritage
properties, four for natural heritage properties). The 1978 document said that cultural heritage
would be recognized as having outstanding universal value42 if it met one or more of these
criteria: i) “represent a unique artistic or aesthetic achievement”; ii) “have exerted considerable
influence, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world,” on other art, architecture,
etc.; iii) “be unique, extremely rare, or of great antiquity”; iv) “be among the most characteristic
examples of a type of structure”; v) “be a characteristic example of a significant style of
architecture, method of construction or form of town-planning or traditional human settlement
that is fragile by nature or has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible sociocultural
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or economic change”; vi) be associated with historically significant ideas, beliefs, people,
events.43
In addition to fulfilling one of the above criteria, cultural properties nominated to the
World Heritage List must meet the principles of “authenticity” and “integrity” (little changed
since 1978). “Integrity” was defined as “a measure of the wholeness and intactness of the natural
and/or cultural heritage and its attributes,” determined by evaluating the extent to which the
cultural heritage property “a) includes all elements necessary to express its Outstanding
Universal Value; b) is of adequate size to ensure the complete representation of the features and
processes which convey the property’s significance; c) suffers from adverse effects of
development and/or neglect.”44
Authenticity has been a thornier issue. Until 2005, the World Heritage Committee
evaluated “authenticity” in only the tangible aspects of a cultural property (design, materials,
workmanship, and setting); the 1978 committee did not specify how it would evaluate the
authenticity or truthfulness of design, materials, workmanship, or setting. Some member states
objected that this definition depended too much on European cultural values of formal beauty; in
1994, Japan hosted a conference to evaluate ways of integrating intangible cultural heritage into
the World Heritage List, issuing the Nara Document on Authenticity. The Nara Document on
Authenticity “makes special reference to cultural diversity as an irreplaceable source of spiritual
and intellectual richness and the need to judge cultural heritage within the cultural contexts to
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which it belongs.”45 In 2005, based on the Nara Document, the World Heritage Committee
revised the test of authenticity:
Properties may be understood to meet the conditions of authenticity if their cultural
values…are truthfully and credibly expressed through a variety of attributes including:
form and design; materials and substance; use and function; traditions, techniques and
management systems; location and setting; language, and other forms of intangible
heritage; spirit and feeling.46
Architectural historian Lucia Allais has suggested that even since the 2005 revision, the World
Heritage Committee has trouble evaluating a cultural property’s authenticity in terms of
intangible heritage or spirit. She cautions against privileging tangible aspects (she calls this
method “the art-historical approach”) in debating cultural heritage. In her 2015 Grey Room
article “This Criterion Should Preferably Be Used in Conjunction with Other Criteria,” she
approaches the motivation and procedures of the World Heritage Convention with skepticism.
Allais identifies two crucial flaws in world heritage’s reliance on the qualifications and
standards that are set out by UNESCO. First, that looking for, selecting, and accumulating WHC
criteria for a proposed heritage site (as member nations do when writing the report for any site
they hope to have admitted to the World Heritage list) “promotes thinking of heritage as a kind
of portfolio.” And second, that when the committee adds up a site’s WHC criteria, the
organization ensures “that any difference of opinion [between member nations, on the heritage
value of a proposed site] is contained in an art-historical debate.”47 UNESCO’s rationalized,
standardized approach promotes thinking of cultural heritage as something more like cultural
property—an asset to be leveraged (e.g., for a nation’s tourism revenues, or in diplomatic
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relations). The quantitative focus on criteria, and the number of criteria a heritage site possesses,
also gives the World Heritage Committee’s decision-making process the sheen of objectivity. As
Allais writes, “By guaranteeing that any critique will be statistical, the system affords a model of
cultural distinction that mirrors (and increasingly tries to compensate for) capitalist
accumulation.”48
The title of Allais’s essay refers to one particular World Heritage Convention criterion,
number VI, which stipulates that heritage sites must be associated with “events or living
traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.”49 Allais emphasizes that this criterion revolves around events of outstanding
significance—that it allows the possibility of a site being accorded heritage status based only on
the significance of its raw history, rather than any particular aesthetic or architectural
significance. At the time of her article, only eleven out of one thousand sites had been entered
into the World Heritage list on the basis of events alone. Allais, analyzing those eleven sites,
writes:
Among these buildings with no architectural value except one that indexes global
history, we find overwhelming evidence of human violence: one genocide
(Auschwitz); one atomic bomb (Genbaku Dome); one ethnic war (Mostar
Bridge); slavery (Island of Gorée); and indentured labor (Aapravasi Ghat). These
are the constitutive events of a global history of refugee life. Moreover, many of
these sites are monumental because their architecture was originally designed for
the containment of forcibly displaced masses.50
Allais makes the case here that UNESCO foresaw a political need to acknowledge heritage status
for at least some of the world’s sites of ugliness (or the nearly-obliterated sites of ugliness, in the
case of Hiroshima’s Genbaku Dome), but that the organization also tries to limit these eventful
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sites or to hold them apart from the list’s other sites. She writes: “Here we have the seeds for a
dystopian heritage industry, one where humanism and humanitarianism would be quite
compatible.”51
I would add that sites in Hiroshima, Gorée, and their like—sites that are evidence of mass
death, of intercultural cruelty, of genocide, or of an attempt to wipe an entire culture off the
map—crucially trouble what Allais has called UNESCO’s conception of cultural heritage as
positive assets in a nation-state’s portfolio of investments. Genocide leaves a massive crater in a
people’s cultural heritage (for example, in the form of intangible cultural heritage52 whose
practitioners do not survive to pass on the tradition, or in the form of the diversion of labor from
the maintenance or creation of cultural heritage to surviving or slavery); to extend Allais’s
metaphor, it is a negative credit to a nation’s portfolio rather than a positive one.
To relate the portfolio metaphor to tangible cultural property, events like the mass slave
trade at Gorée have robbed a continent’s worth of peoples of centuries of “living traditions” (or
culturally inculcated beliefs or works of art and literature) by removing people from those
cultures and preventing the heirs of those cultures from propagating “cultural property” at
anywhere near the same scale as the cultural holdings of nation-states in Western Europe and the
United States. It is undeniably clumsy and perhaps distasteful to discuss genocide in terms of a
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people being robbed of their historical and future cultural production; this is the trap one falls
into when talking about cultural heritage as a product of geopolitics. Building on Allais’s theory,
I would posit that the World Heritage Convention acknowledges sites like Gorée and Hiroshima
with discomfort because so many other sites of cultural heritage in imperialist nations were
created by or at the direct expense of the enslaved or subjugated or wiped-out peoples; for
instance, Independence Hall in Philadelphia (inscribed in 1979) symbolizes the founding of the
United States and the genocide of millions of Indigenous peoples, and the historic colonial
architecture of Guanajuato and Zacatecas in Mexico (inscribed in 1988 and 1993, respectively)
was built on the profits of the Spanish-run silver mines that subjected Indigenous peoples’ labor
and fueled the expansion of the Spanish colony.

Federico Busonero’s Palestine photographs for UNESCO
An interesting project that engages with the histories of colonialism and genocide of the kind
mentioned by Allais, is Federico Busonero’s photobook about UNESCO’s World Heritage
campaigns in Jerusalem and its environs. UNESCO’s work in Jerusalem is not a project of
architectural restoration or preservation, but rather of documenting the threats to Palestinian
towns and cultural landscapes53 in the Israel–Palestine conflict zone. (Palestine became a
signatory to the World Heritage Convention in 2011; Israel is separately a signatory, since 1999.)
Palestine has three UNESCO World Heritage Sites, all added to the list in the last decade: the
Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem; Hebron/Al-Khalil’s historic city center; and what
UNESCO calls the cultural landscape of South Jerusalem, Battir. These three sites are the first

UNESCO defines “cultural landscapes” as “combined works of nature and humankind [that] express a long and
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nominations in a planned group of sites that demonstrate Palestinian agricultural practices,
especially the cultivation of olive trees on terraced landscapes, irrigated by underground springs
that distribute water equally to the terraces’ several landowners, and dotted with vernacular stone
watchtowers called manatir. The latter two sites have been on the List of World Heritage in
Danger ever since becoming World Heritage Sites, being particularly threatened by Israeli
settlements, infrastructure, and borders. Part of the reason they entered onto the World Heritage
List was to officially demarcate and record the limits of the Palestinian areas, which are in some
places bisected by Israeli train tracks, roads, and settlement blocks that are off-limits to
Palestinians.54 Like the Sassi di Matera and the Old City of Sanaa, Hebron/Al-Khalil and Battir
are notable for the way they reflect historical and current ways of life of its residents.
In 2008–09, UNESCO’s Ramallah office commissioned a series of photographs of
Palestinian territories around Jerusalem, from the Italian photographer Federico Busonero. He
eventually published these photographs in his own photobook, The Land That Remains, in 2016.
In the book, an essay by French photography curator Anne Sanciaud-Azanza explains
Busonero’s impossible task in terms of the particular challenges posed by Battir:
How does one photograph this land so as to express its unity, the personality of a
sundered territory, where the space is divided up between Israeli settlements[—]their
bypass road network marking the landscape like hatching on a map[—]the Palestinian

For Hebron/Al-Khalil’s nomination to the World Heritage List, the evaluation by ICOMOS advises: “From 1967
onwards, during Israeli occupation, settlements have been constructed in different parts of the city, streets have been
closed, access-restrictions imposed and archaeological remains and historic buildings near Al-Ibrahimi Mosque
destroyed. A large number of Palestinians have left the old town….” The ICOMOS report also warns of “alarming
details of Israeli violations including vandalism, property damage and other attacks that impact on the authenticity
and integrity of the property.” (ICOMOS, “Advisory Body Evaluation: Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town,” June 26,
2017, UNESCO World Heritage Centre, https://whc.unesco.org/document/159759.)
The ICOMOS evaluation for Battir advises: “The main potential threat to the property is a plan by
Israeli authorities to construct a physical barrier [a Fence]. This would prohibit access by Battir farmers to their
lands beyond the railway line…. Experts remain divided as to whether the Fence and its associated security zones
could be constructed without destroying terraces and in a way that allowed the flow of irrigation water to pass
underneath.” (ICOMOS, “Advisory Body Evaluation: Cultural Landscape of Southern Jerusalem, Battir (Palestine),
No. 1492,” May 2014, UNESCO World Heritage Centre, https://whc.unesco.org/document/152796.)
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villages, and the desert that daily gains ground because it cannot be irrigated, cultivated,
planted[?]55
Busonero’s photographs of Battir show the Palestinians’ terraces of cultivated olives, as well as
fields that now lie fallow, cut off from the functioning terraces by a modern train line (fig. 10).
Other photographs of drab, deserted cityscapes and agricultural terrains reveal, on a second
glance, signs of human presence. On the empty balcony of a bare-surfaced house of masonry and
raw cement in Adh-Dhariya there is a vermilion door that looks to be recently painted (fig. 11).
An olive grove in Battir has much bare ground and only a few trees, but the olive trees’ silvergreen leaves are vibrant, and a bright blue tarp on the ground suggests that the olive growers
might soon return for the harvest (fig. 12). A group of masonry houses in the Palestinian town of
Arrabeh are missing their windowpanes and have plants growing out of their roofs and between
the stones in the walls, but the cement sidewalk below them looks freshly poured, and in the
foreground there is a bright red thresher, with the Arabic name of the rental company in black
spray paint, suggesting that new Palestinian housing might be in the offing (fig. 13). Of these
bright spots, Sanciaud-Azanza writes: “In this deserted world, where even in winter a white and
blinding light prevails, a few touches of color, like spots of hope, stand for human activity and
the will to rebuild, again and again.”56 She continues, “In all his photographic work Federico
Busonero is trying to do away with the passage of time. His work is a step in research into
permanence. He is seeking to capture “the land that remains,” and what will remain after all the
conflicts…. He fixes his gaze on the perennity of things, not the ephemerality of anecdote.”57
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As the product of a UNESCO commission, The Land That Remains seems to represent a
new, more ambiguous approach to preservation of heritage sites. Busonero’s photographs look
into Jerusalem’s past for recuperable traces of Palestine’s pre-Nakba architectural and
agricultural heritage, but they also face down the present devastation of Palestine. The
photographs are deliberately empty of people. While shooting the images, Busonero would pick
a location, set up his camera, and wait behind his tripod “for the moment when no one crosses
his field of view,”58 looking for portents of a future Palestinian renewal. In a short text in the
monograph, Busonero wrote:
The Land of Palestine is an indefinable state of the immanence of all things…. The past
and the present are in profound and reckless opposition, yet live in a form of
symbiosis…. My gaze lingered upon all of this…. I felt almost like an intruder as I
approached the contradictory present topography and demanding past contained within:
places of great weight and history, places of so many recorded and unrecorded memories,
places resonant with human suffering and dignity.59
As Busonero’s statement suggests, The Land That Remains allows and even encourages
contradictory understanding of what makes Jerusalem’s heritage. The World Heritage
Convention’s approach to Jerusalem in the last decade has also been notably comfortable with
ambiguity. Jerusalem, being contested by two nations that each claim indigeneity, calls for
particular diplomacy, especially as the United Nations counts both Israel and Palestine among its
members. UNESCO’s work here, and Busonero’s photobook, aim not to determine which
architectural traces are the authentic or earliest heritage of Jerusalem, but to capture the
“profound and reckless opposition” that Busonero says characterizes the land.
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Chapter 2: Balthazar Korab’s “North Yemen: Land and Buildings”
In March 1978, Balthazar Korab traveled from his home in Michigan to the Yemen Arab
Republic on his own initiative, to spend two weeks photographing the country’s architectural and
agricultural landscape, which he had learned was under threat since the country had just emerged
from a damaging civil war.60 The North Yemen Civil War, which seized the nation’s most
populous region for over a decade, had ended six years before, in 1972. The war left a trail of
destruction in its wake, since it was waged in Yemen’s largest cities, and particularly in the
capital city of Sanaa. Concurrently, the oil industry was booming elsewhere on the Arabian
Peninsula, drawing Yemenis to the wealthier Persian Gulf nations to work on the oil fields. In
this period of the 1970s, Yemen’s agricultural tradition and terraced fields were largely
abandoned. Enriched by the oil industry, Yemen’s wealthiest residents left its ancient cities for
newly built suburbs; the vernacular architecture in the city centers fell into disrepair. UNESCO
and ICOMOS, the International Council on Monuments and Sites, became interested in
preserving the old cities of Sanaa, Shibam, and Zabid. In 1978, UNESCO designated Sanaa “one
of the most deserving Islamic cities of an International Campaign for its Protection and
Preservation,”61 setting off an eight-year restoration project, intended to shore up the Old City’s
vernacular architecture, led by consultants hired by ICOMOS and UNESCO. (At the time of
Korab’s visit, no sites in Yemen had been inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List—the
walled city of Shibam would be added to the list in 1982 and the Old City of Sanaa would be
added in 1986.)

This chapter is adapted from a term paper I wrote (on Korab’s “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” its context in
AIA Journal as a commercially interested architecture magazine, and its ideas about the need to restore vernacular
architecture) for Maria Antonella Pelizzari’s fall 2018 course “Reading the Photo-Essay,” at Hunter College.
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For historic preservationists, the Old City of Sanaa is notable for its density, as it is
packed with multistory residential tower houses built in the region’s vernacular style using
rammed earth for the walls and stone for the ground floors; the façades are adorned with
geometric patterns formed by red bricks and layers of white gypsum. Sanaa has been inhabited
since the fifth century BCE and became a center of Islam in the seventh century CE (as the traces
of a huge mosque testify, according to UNESCO).62 Per architect Ronald Lewcock, who led
(between 1980 and 1982) UNESCO’s campaign to restore Sanaa’s vernacular architecture and
urban plan, the walled Old City has been preserved since the Ottoman Empire’s sixteenthcentury arrival in Yemen, because the Ottomans confined their new construction to areas outside
the walls of the Old City. Again during the Ottoman occupation of Yemen from 1872 to 1918,
they stayed outside the city walls, and after the civil war in 1960s, newcomers to Sanaa largely
built new construction outside the Old City’s walls. In a 2017 reflection on UNESCO’s Sanaa
campaign, Lewcock described the city after the end of the North Yemen Civil War in 1970:
The new city [outside the walls of Sanaa’s Old City] thus became the major focus of
modern business activity in Yemen, leaving the Old City to the craftsmen and the
indigenous merchants and traders. The population within the walls of the Old City was so
large (roughly 30,000 people), and the way of life in the quarters so entrenched, that the
presence of the modern city alongside it made much less impact on the customs and
traditional patterns of working than might have been expected.63
Then, in the late 1970s, new suburban construction outside Sanaa’s walls drew the wealthy Old
City inhabitants out, leaving their houses (the grandest of the Old City) abandoned or subdivided
into apartments that Lewcock said were “let out to poorer families who had neither the means
nor the concern to maintain the finely decorated plaster surfaces, window grilles and
woodwork.”64
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Korab encountered a similar, somewhat-depleted Sanaa in March 1978, and he described
similar conditions throughout his travels in North Yemen, on an itinerary that included stops at
Sanaa, Taiz, Shibam, Sa’dah, and Zebid.65 In a 1979 draft of his pitch to magazines to publish his
North Yemen photo-essay, Korab described Sanaa and northern Yemen this way:
Near the cradle of Islamic culture, a strong building tradition developed in the mountains
and plateaus of this country. In their isolation and stagnation, they stayed untouched by
modern influences up till quite recently. But with the newly found wealth on the Arabian
Peninsula, Yemen became subject of political and economic changes. The influences are
strong and the country is ill prepared to cope with them. The damages are dramatic, and
the changes to arrest the process look dim.66
The proposed photo-essay would “deal, mostly through photographs, with the preservation
problems of vernacular architecture, as manifested in Yemen,” Korab wrote.67
It is notable for Korab that, in a career of mostly work for hire as an architectural
photographer, his Yemen project was not commissioned but instead taken up independently.
Until about the 1970s, Korab’s career had been primarily focused on commercial photography.
He had trained as an architect in his native Budapest and in Paris just after the end of the Second
World War. He moved to Michigan in 1954, and the next year was employed at Eero Saarinen’s
architecture firm in Bloomfield Hills as a designer and then a photographer shooting the firm’s
scale models for use in publicity efforts and the firm’s archives. After leaving Saarinen’s firm in
1958, Korab became an architectural photographer for hire and was commissioned by Saarinen
to photograph his buildings; probably his most widely disseminated photographs of all came
were his portfolio of images of the TWA Flight Center at New York City’s John F. Kennedy
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(originally Idlewild) Airport, designed by Saarinen in 1962 (fig. 14). Korab worked as an
independent architectural photographer throughout the 1960s and 1970s, during which time he
was hired by many other modernist architects: Marcel Breuer, Philip Johnson, Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe, I. M. Pei, Frank Lloyd Wright, Minoru Yamasaki.68
Korab felt strongly that his training and experience in architecture influenced his
approach to photographing landscapes and built environments. In a 1998 interview, Korab and
architectural historian John Comazzi (author of the Korab monograph) had this exchange:
Comazzi: I notice that you rarely use any devices like double exposure or photomontage,
and yet your images are still very complex.
Korab: Well, I think I have a particular point of view, definitely that of the architect. I
have always considered myself an architect who takes pictures rather than a photographer
who is knowledgeable about architecture.
Comazzi: Is there a difference?
Korab: Oh yes, definitely, I have a deep emotional investment in man’s shaky
relationship with his environment. For me photography is a powerful means to express
my concerns, not a l’art pour l’art exercise. For me the built environment, architecture, is
of prime interest and not just a pretext, a subject of esthetic considerations. Aesthetics,
however lend power to the message I am to convey.69
Though his career was built on photographs of modernist architecture, Korab’s personal
interests were more aligned with vernacular architecture—the structures that do not fall into
academic architectural traditions and whose builders have no professional training in
architecture. In a 1993 interview, he explained:
I prefer photographing native architecture, like American farm complexes or nameless
little towns; character buildings that were designed by or built by people without an
architect.... [In those buildings] you can feel the soul of the whole population, a collective
soul. This is the kind of photography that I truly love to do—ancient, timeless
architecture. I have very little sympathy or patience with the post-moderns because they
are extremely superficial.... I think it’s the mentality of the ’80s that you can only affect
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people by playing on certain sensations rather than searching for depth and meaning and
meaningful permanence.70
Given Korab’s preference for vernacular architecture’s “meaningful permanence” over the
superficiality of contemporary Western architecture, it is intriguing that his Yemen photo-essay
was published in a trade journal for architects, although he did make overtures to other
publications first. It appears, based on Korab’s papers at the Library of Congress, that he
conceptualized and began pitching a Yemen photo-essay in early 1979, about a year after he
returned from Yemen. We know that at least one of the publications he pitched was Smithsonian
magazine; in February 1979, he received a rejection letter from Smithsonian associate editor
Marlane A. Liddell, who wrote, “As attractive as your photographs are, I am afraid I can’t be
encouraging about an article. The subject is too tenuous for a major article and we do not publish
photo essays as such.”71
It was not until three years after his return from Yemen that Korab found an outlet for his
Yemen photographs, which was the journal of the American Institute of Architects (AIA), a
professional association for those in architecture. Fifteen of Korab’s Yemen photographs were
published in a photo-essay titled “North Yemen: Land and Buildings” in the February 1981 issue
of the AIA Journal, the magazine of the American Institute of Architects. The photographs were
accompanied by a short text written by Korab, in which he argued for the preservation of
Yemen’s architectural patrimony of centuries-old vernacular buildings and terraced fields. This
photo-essay was a departure from the work Korab is best known for, his photographs of
modernist buildings. The photo-essay also stood out from the AIA Journal’s typical coverage:
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profiles of AIA member architects and technical discussions of the business and art of
architecture. Korab’s photo-essay lies uneasily in these pages, especially where it criticizes the
neurotic state of contemporary Western architecture and valorizes vernacular building as a salve
to thoughtless modernism. Published in the context of a trade association magazine, the aesthetic
and cultural critique in “North Yemen: Land and Buildings” is vested with the commercial
interest of the architecture industry. Korab’s essay, and the commercial perspective of its
surroundings, make sense only once we understand that it posits that photographing architecture
is a safeguard against the erosion of distinct (not yet Westernized) cultures and architectural
modes. Because Korab’s text was published in a professional journal, its agitating for action
towards preservation, and the power it vests in architectural photographs to act as bulwarks
against time, are not surprising, as I will discuss later in this chapter.

Structure of Korab’s photo-essay
“North Yemen: Land and Buildings” begins with Korab’s two-page color photograph of a
hillside sectioned into dirt plots by a grid of rocks (fig. 15). In the background are a few scattered
buildings illuminated on one side by a rising sun; beyond the buildings are haze-covered
mountain ranges. At this site, human agrarian intervention seems to be in harmony with nature,
at least visually. Similar scenes follow in the essay’s next two spreads. On the second spread are
two black and white photographs of multistory stone buildings rising on hillsides under a layer of
morning mist, and a color photograph of a green mountainside organized into terraced plots (fig.
16). The caption accompanying these images reads: “The rugged mountains of North Yemen are
painstakingly terraced for cultivation. The buildings rise from the landscape like formations of
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rocks, yet are rich in decoration and detail.”72 The third spread contains another two-page
photograph of crumbling masonry buildings sitting in a wide valley, a dark green hillside rising
behind them; on the other side of the spread, there is a photograph of a neighborhood of six-story
buildings rising out of a desert (fig. 17).
Harmonious coexistence between man and nature is the subject of many of the essay’s
photographs, and of the short text on the first spread of the essay, where Korab lauds the
adaptability of Yemen’s buildings to the landscape: “The environment is harmonized through the
mastery of building in native materials—adobe and brick on the plains and plateaus, stone in the
mountains.”73 Korab’s essay offers Yemen’s “harmonized” environment as a lesson or corrective
to the U.S. architects that make up the AIA Journal’s readership. He writes that Yemen’s
traditional building mode provides answers to “needs both material and spiritual: integrity in
expressing purpose, inventiveness, harmonious variation, and flexible response to climate,
topography and materials.”74 With this approach, Korab situated his Yemen project in the
moment that had arisen since the 1964 Museum of Modern Art exhibition Architecture Without
Architects, which exhorted Western-trained architects to learn from vernacular buildings (as I’ll
discuss in more detail later). In the AIA Journal essay, Korab writes, expressing a reverence for
the vernacular: “Today, the search for inspiration from the vernacular, the quest for universal
values, takes on the added need of a solid reference to sanity at a time when a novelty-obsessed
neurosis haunts the profession.”75
The photographs in Korab’s Yemen essay provide the visual references for architects’
research into the vernacular. See the second-to-last spread of Korab’s essay, with two detail shots
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of masonry and façade décor in raking light and a panoramic photograph of buildings situated
around a dirt road, where each façade is distinguished from its neighbors by unique whitewashed decoration (fig. 18). On the final spread of the essay are details of building interiors,
showing geometric apertures in a plaster wall, undulating wood ceiling beams, and stained-glass
windows framed by plaster arabesques (fig. 19).
Korab’s photo-essay argues for the preservation of traditional buildings and techniques in
a rapidly changing Yemen. As discussed above, the essay was published at the height of
international interest in the country’s economic and development. In the publication year, 1981,
UNESCO and ICOMOS were in the middle of the eight-year Sanaa restoration project, and in
1978, the year of Korab’s Yemen trip, Sanaa’s Old City received UNESCO’s designation as
“one of the most deserving Islamic cities of an International Campaign for its Protection and
Preservation.”76 Eventually, in 1986, Sanaa’s Old City would be named a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, but first it needed to undergo intensive rehabilitation to eradicate the urban decay
that had worsened in the city in the 1970s, as described above by Lewcock, the UNESCO Sanaa
preservation campaign coordinator.
Korab described seeing similar decay throughout his travels in North Yemen. In the text
of “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” he identified five main urban problems in Yemen that
he said also afflict all developing Arab countries—a claim for which the photo-essay does not
provide probative evidence:
One [problem] of great importance to [Yemen’s] environment is the sudden rise of per
capita income. A million Yemenis now work in the oil-rich countries, and a result is the
abandonment to erosion of land adapted over the centuries to agriculture. Meanwhile, the
new income buys food imported in cans, which then litter the countryside. There is also
the familiar rush to the cities…. Where the rugged land once made use of the wheel
almost impossible, new roads abound with cars, and wrecks lie rusting in ditches. Sadly,
the bulldozer is indiscriminate: What remains in the ancient towns clashes awkwardly
76
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with the new.77
At the root of these alarming changes in Yemen, Korab claimed, was globalization: “Until the
1960s, its six million people were isolated under the paternalistic religious rule of the Imam.
Now Yemen is open to the influences of the twentieth century.”78
Only two of the photographs published in “North Yemen: Land and Buildings” depict
some of the ills Korab wrote about. The first is the panoramic photograph of houses around a
road in Sanaa, populated “with autos symbolizing the coming prosperity and modernization to a
nation that until recently scarcely knew the wheel”—this is the photograph’s caption on the page
(see fig. 18, bottom).79 The second is a photograph of children in front of the sixteenth-century
Mosque of al-Shadhili in Mocha, a port city on Yemen’s west coast (see fig. 19, right).80 In this
image, not only has the mosque been altered by a modern brick addition but also the ground in
front of it is littered with garbage.
The subjects of the essay’s other photographs fall into three categories: mountainous
terraced agricultural landscapes, masonry buildings in larger cities and in rural villages, and
architectural detail shots. The essay’s text does not acknowledge that its photographs show little
evidence of the haphazard new development with which it is concerned. In a draft of Korab’s
pitch for the photo-essay, though, he wrote that the omission was intentional:
I have decided to show a select portfolio of my work, omitting the negative examples.
Not too difficult a decision, since there is so much beauty and dignity in the land, that I
did not have to go through [the] tedious visual editing and eliminating process that I am
used to in working in other, mostly Western, countries. Surely there is no power plant
hidden behind the minaret, or a McDonald’s to the left of the scene where sheep are
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safely grazing.81
The photo-essay’s omission of images of new development puts at the foreground Yemen’s
vernacular environment instead, which was Korab’s goal, according to the closing sentence of
his text: “Perhaps these photographs will help to promote a deserved appreciation of a
magnificent building heritage.”82
A look beyond the photographs selected for the AIA Journal essay, to the complete set of
contact prints, negatives, and slides from the Yemen project (acquired in 2011 by the Prints and
Photographs Division at the Library of Congress, with the rest of Korab’s film archive), reveals
that Korab did photograph a very few contemporary buildings or construction sites (fig. 20). He
more extensively photographed the roads that wind through Yemen’s mountainsides (fig. 21).
The majority of Korab’s Yemen photographs focus on vernacular architecture or the agrarian
landscape, as the archive of negatives proves. The selection published in the AIA Journal essay
accurately reflects the breadth of subjects Korab photographed. Perhaps the biggest difference is
that Korab’s full set of Yemen negatives and contact sheets includes many more images of his
interactions with Yemenis: he photographed people in interiors of what appear to be private
houses and mosques (carpeted in multiple layers of patterned rugs and lit by stained glass
windows); in outdoor markets; and on Yemen’s dirt roads (fig. 22). But the photo-essay has only
two photographs where people are prominently pictured: the panoramic view of the Sanaa road,
where cars, cyclists, and children populate the bottom-left corner (see fig. 18, bottom), and the
photograph of five silhouetted children in front of the Mocha mosque (see fig. 19, bottom). The
people are not the focus in either image; representing the architecture takes precedence over
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anthropological interest. The photographs selected for the essay are distinctly in the style of the
architectural press and evince Korab’s long career in commercial architectural photography.
The subjects of the Yemen photographs are far removed from the modernist buildings
Korab photographed for his clients, but both sets of images use the techniques common to
commercial architectural photography. First, the photo-essay combines black-and-white
photographs with color photographs; a good example is the final spread of Korab’s essay (fig.
19), which includes one color detail shot of buildings’ white plaster geometric façade decoration,
sandwiched between two black-and-white photographs of façade detail. The color photograph on
this spread more effectively shows the contrast between the tan, earthen brick walls and the
white-painted decorations; it helps that this photograph is shot in stark raking light. The blackand-white façade photographs—particularly the detail photograph on the far right of the
spread—are shot in a flatter light that abstracts the image; it becomes less a façade detail than a
grid of bricks that reveals the regular spacing between windows, the variety of aperture styles
employed, and the proportions of different-sized windows.
Color photography has long been a standard requirement of architecture portfolios. In an
interview published in 1993, Korab said that color photography was often abused—and
required—in commercial architectural photography, where the risk is that “the color becomes
incidental” rather than used judiciously. He continued, “Black-and-white [photographs]
inherently have some abstraction in them which lends itself to composition and image values
much better than color.”83 From at least the 1950s onward, nearly all the illustrated magazine
demanded color photographs, explained Clément Chéroux in his 2014 Henri Cartier-Bresson
monograph. Chéroux’s research reveals that Henri Cartier-Bresson, forty years before Korab,
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expressed a similar view on the utility of color photography versus black-and-white in magazine
photo-essays. In a 1958 letter to the French magazine Réalités, Cartier-Bresson wrote:
At this point in its technical development, color photography is, as I see it, no more than a
documentary tool; it cannot be a means of artistic expression, since nature offers both
color and value in abundance. We know that a painter has to choose between these two
contradictory approaches. As far as I am concerned, I think this choice is a dilemma that
is currently impossible to resolve, particularly for a photographer who is interested in
life.84
Cartier-Bresson and Korab, with their quite different subject matter, were both wary of the
expressive possibilities of color photography. That both saw it as an unavoidable exigency
reveals the constraints of commercial photography and the illustrated press, which interpreted
photographs as documentary evidence above all else. Art historian Sally Stein, in her research on
Depression-era U.S. Farm Security Administration photography, has theorized that contemporary
audiences all but expect full-color photography, which expanded its reach in the 1930s alongside
mass-produced magazines “in a period of stagnant consumption as relatively low-cost appeals to
the popular imagination, exciting cheap forms for immediate use, along with dreams of a better
tomorrow.”85 Stein concludes:
Modern color, largely thanks to color photography and printing, has come to represent a
fundamental entitlement in any society that prides itself on being able to deliver the
goods wanted by most people, no matter their means. We certainly risk having to contend
with much meretricious imagery once we recognize the centrality of color in our recent
past and present. However, even this attention to obvious superficiality may help us gain
perspective on the depth of our foibles.86
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The modern foibles Stein describes sit uneasily with the concern with timelessness in Korab’s
Yemen photo-essay; these color photographs likely represent a concession to the architectural
magazine’s commercial interests.
Another aspect of “North Yemen: Land and Buildings” that particularly reflects
commercial architectural photography is that Korab photographed Yemen’s tower houses
primarily from a three-quarters angle—a standard approach in the photography of orthogonal
buildings, originating in classical architectural rendering. On the three-quarters angle,
architectural historian Joel Herschman has written: “Photographers [in the nineteenth century]
approached genuine Greek temples from an angle, reproducing the corner view point envisaged
by the ancient architects that emphasizes the solid block of the building.”87 Korab’s threequarters perspective emphasizes the solidity and mass of the Yemen towers in the photographs
on the first and second spreads of the essay, where the towers rise out of mountainsides like
geometric crystal formations (see figs. 14, 15). It is a visual form of an argument that Korab also
made in the photo-essay’s text: that Yemen’s vernacular architecture is uniquely synchronized
with its topography.88 The three-quarters angle is also dominant in the other pages of the
February 1981 issue of the AIA Journal, throughout the editorial photographs and the
advertisements (fig. 23).
The deserted, de-peopled landscapes and cityscapes in many of Korab’s “North Yemen”
photographs are similarly characteristic of commercial architectural photography (i.e., those
images commissioned by architects) in the twentieth century. The architectural photographer
Joseph Molitor wrote, in a 1976 technical guide to the profession, that photographs should omit
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people and cars to avoid pegging the images to a particular era; photographs of architecture must
be timeless because the buildings in them will, theoretically, last forever.89 The only two
cityscapes in “North Yemen: Land in Buildings” that are populated by cars or people are the two
that show the destruction wrought in Yemen by modernization (see figs. 17, 18). Otherwise, the
photographs mostly resist being dated, supporting another of Korab’s arguments, that Yemen’s
vernacular style is timeless, unafflicted by Western architects’ obsession with novelty and trends.
Architectural photography’s tendency to avoid capturing people has been described as a
feature of the empty-street aesthetic. Retracing this aesthetic to the nineteenth century, Barry
Bergdoll has discussed Édouard Baldus’s architectural photography and pointed out that the
earliest photographs of urban scenes, like Daguerre’s Boulevard du Temple (1839), did not
capture the people moving through the frame because their presence was too fleeting to be
impressed on the long-exposure plates. Bergdoll argued that what might have been a limitation
of photography to depict cities and their many moving parts accurately soon became “the
aesthetic preference and historical ethos” of architectural photographs; it was “the ideal of the
individual monument, freed from the distractions of urban fabric and, when possible, even from
later ‘parasitic’ additions [i.e., more recent buildings in the area].”90
The aesthetics of empty-streets idealized monuments, standing alone, make for the
“strategic images” that Edward Whittaker has written about (as discussed in the introduction),
which can be deployed as symbols of abstracted national identity. Korab’s empty-streets
photographs in “North Yemen: Land and Buildings” can also be understood as images intended
to define a national character but their publication in a magazine full of empty-streets
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photographs suggests other, less lofty associations as well. Elsewhere in the pages of the
February 1981 AIA Journal appear images of empty offices and complexes designed by the
postmodern firm Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates, which appear in a profile article a few
pages before “North Yemen” (fig. 24). These explicitly commercial de-peopled images project a
building as a blank slate for prospective tenants or investors, perhaps inspiring thoughts of
ownership or renovation. I start to notice this impulse in the “North Yemen” photographs too,
after absorbing the aspirational, promotional content of the AIA Journal’s other architectural
images: see for instance Korab’s image of Rawdah, a suburb of Sanaa; none of the houses, yards,
and streets in the neighborhood has a person in it (see fig. 17, right). The photograph seems to
advertise that the Yemeni suburb is ripe for revitalization or development, just waiting for an
investor or patron. This impression is heightened by the pages surrounding Korab’s photo-essay,
which reflect the AIA Journal’s business-minded approach as a trade publication. The articles in
the February 1981 issue profiled AIA members who’d won the Institute’s awards that year:
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates, Josep Lluís Sert, and Herman Miller, Inc. The month’s
“News” section at the beginning of the magazine briefed readers on legislation that would affect
the awarding of government building contracts, on new funding for the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, and on submission requirements for an exposition at the
American Correctional Association conference, where architects would compete for contracts to
build prisons.91 The AIA Journal news briefs have the tenor of market reports; their purpose, and
the purpose of the profiles, is to improve the business prospects of AIA members.
Korab’s essay too can be read as a market report for AIA members, hinting at the
lucrative possibilities for a U.S. architect in Yemen. Restoration and preservation of historic
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buildings was a newly profitable field in the 1980s. A letter from the editor in the AIA Journal’s
May 1980 issue celebrated Preservation Week, in terms mindful of business opportunities and
marketable skills: “A surprisingly short time ago a good many architects saw preservation as a
sometimes impediment to new construction. Later, as new construction faltered and the
preservation movement flourished, many began to learn and market the skills of restoration and
adaptive use.”92 And UNESCO’s restoration project in Sanaa, in full swing by 1981, employed
several Western architects as consultants.93 The business potential of the vast Sanaa undertaking
would have been apparent to Korab by the time of his visit in 1978.
In his Yemen papers at the Library of Congress, alongside his itinerary, maps, and
preparatory research, Korab saved a copy of a 1964 National Geographic article about Yemen’s
receptivity to international development. In the article, Thomas J. Abercrombie interviewed the
Yemen Arab Republic president Abdullah al-Sallal and reported al-Sallal’s call for foreign aid to
help the nation build infrastructure: “First we must learn to breathe free…then we can build. But
we will need help,” al-Sallal said. Abercrombie reported too that Western nations were already
responding to this call: “Yemen’s appeal is bringing aid from many countries…. I encountered
efficient American road builders pushing a highway through the mountains; ruddy-faced Russian
engineers finishing a new port at Hodeida…. Just outside Sana’a I visited a new agricultural
experiment station built by West Germany.”94 In this context, Korab’s photo-essay actually
informed architects and would-be consultants about the coming business opportunities in Yemen.
It functioned as business development, like the rest of the AIA Journal’s content.
Given its commercial alignments, it is interesting that Korab’s essay also unmistakably
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rebuked its readers for being “novelty-obsessed” American architects. The first lines of Korab’s
text invoke the architectural historian Bernard Rudofsky, who antagonized Western architects
with the Architecture Without Architects exhibition but also inspired a trend of architects looking
to the vernacular for inspiration. The AIA Journal was perhaps slow to catch on: it published
only two articles on vernacular building, and what architects could take from it, in the decade
after Architecture Without Architects, and never mentioned the polemical exhibition, which
eventually traveled to more than eighty venues. The American Institute of Architects did
however, separately from the magazine, censure Architecture Without Architects, having been
provoked by Rudofsky’s “harsh critique of the globalized modern landscape,” according to
architectural historian Mar Loren-Méndez.95 In the AIA Journal, until the publication of Korab’s
Yemen photo-essay, there had been published only one project of similar format and subject: a
December 1979 photo-essay on Italian hill towns by Norman Carver, who, like Korab, was
known for his commissioned photographs of modernist buildings. Until then, the AIA Journal
seemed determined to continue ignoring the vernacular.
Architecture Without Architects may be among the first critical analyses of vernacular
architecture.96 The exhibition’s animating principle was that vernacular architecture (in and
outside the West) is made for habitation, unlike contemporary Western architecture. Rudofsky
offered the work of non-architects as a corrective to commercially oriented Western architects.
As he wrote: “Part of our trouble results from the tendency to ascribe to architects…exceptional
insight into problems of living when, in truth, most of them are concerned with problems of
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business and prestige.”97 At the time of the MoMA exhibition, he was taken to task by
architecture critic Reyner Banham for being unduly admiring of non-architects and their nonarchitecture. Banham thought Rudofsky’s argument both shallow and impractical: “[Rudofsky]
must know as well as the rest of us that under our present technological and social dispensation,
primitive buildings have only the most marginal and superficial things to teach us, and that an
excursion like this into architectural noble-savagery is just serendipity à la mode.”98 More
recently, Felicity Scott has criticized Architecture Without Architects for what she described as
using the East primarily as a lens through which to read the West, and for seeking Eastern cures
for Western modernity.99 As Scott discovered, Rudofsky himself wrote in 1960 that non-Western
countries are “a rear-view mirror of the American way of life.”100 The real subject of
Architecture Without Architects was not vernacular architecture, Scott argued, but “the uprooted
and visually dispersed subject of the postindustrial age.”101
The impulse to examine the West through the lens of the East permeates the AIA
Journal’s publication of “North Yemen.” The essay reads the “novelty-obsessed neurosis” of
U.S. architects through the architect-less architecture of Yemen. When Korab wrote that Yemen
offers answers “to needs both material and spiritual,” his project became a means to diagnose
and reform the AIA’s membership. It offered readers tangible techniques to learn and skills to
acquire but also a metaphysical cure for their contemporary malady. Korab, in the 1993
interview (over a decade after his Yemen trip), said that he personally preferred photographing
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vernacular architecture to professional modernism because a community’s “ancient, timeless”
vernacular architecture testifies to “the soul of the whole population, a collective soul.”102 This
sentiment is very similar to the one he expressed in the AIA Journal Yemen essay, which I would
argue reveals a certain degree of sincerity in Korab’s perspective.
Korab’s essay provoked little response in the architectural media, perhaps because
architects did not feel truly threatened or rebuked. One mild reaction came from Hugh Hardy,
one of the architects profiled in the same issue as Korab’s essay. Hardy’s letter to the editor, in
the April 1981 issue of the AIA Journal, reads, in part:
We of Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates certainly enjoyed being bracketed by your
editorial call for restraint and Balthazar Korab’s concern for vernacular sanity. If
America can’t afford the sybaritic life of the past two decades it may well be to
architecture’s advantage. To again confront the use of limited resources in specific places
for particular people would do the profession a lot of good.103
If Hardy is representative, then AIA members were ready to absorb Korab’s criticism and
reshape the dominant mode of the architectural industry, but only because the “sybaritic” mode
of the modernists was no longer affordable. AIA members trained to be endlessly adaptable,
which made good business sense in a rapidly changing world. But the magazine’s content in the
year following the publication of Korab’s photo-essay shows no significant change to architects’
practices; there were a few articles about energy-efficient building, sparked by the energy crisis,
but no references to vernacular architecture or preservation. Business proceeded as usual.
It is unclear whether Korab intended for his Yemen essay to subvert the architecture
industry’s fiscal-minded approach to architectural preservation and the cultivation and
safeguarding of vernacular styles. His letters, in his papers at the Library of Congress, evince an
uncertainty about the success of his Yemen photographs. In 1979 he wrote to the architect André
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Biro (who accompanied him in Yemen): “How much time I’ve passed with my slides from
Yemen…. I come out with an immense desire to return…. I have a strong feeling of having made
nothing but a sketch, a quick tracing. I remain frustrated, having missed a chance to go
deeper.”104 There is no evidence that Korab was displeased with the AIA Journal version of his
photo-essay, but he did seek other outlets for his Yemen photographs, writing in a 1998 letter,
“My material from 1978 is virtually unpublished, unexploited.”105
Though Korab continued to work on commercial commissions for at least two decades
after his return from Yemen, he intended to give more time to his projects documenting
vernacular building; commissions were merely the financial means by which he could fund his
own projects. In the 1979 letter to Biro, he wrote: “I had a very satisfying year: in addition to
Hyatt, I acquired other important clients in the hotel business. I hope that the new year brings me
also the luxury to say no. NO to certain commercial engagements…to free myself up for
preferred projects. That would be Yemen.”106
For decades Korab hoped to return to Yemen, but he knew that he’d need institutional
support to do it. In the 1998 letter, sent to architect G. Jordan Mertz, he wrote: “Your Yemen
connection interests me a lot…. Maybe your client could sponsor a junket with a book in mind.
A book with the fast disappearing, altered or abandoned native architecture in mind…. UNESCO
and ICOMOS may support such a mission too.”107 And in a 2004 letter he wrote, “Maybe we
should approach the Yemen government to secure us a military escort in [Hadhramaut].”108
Korab’s “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” seen in the context of the AIA Journal,
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presents cultural heritage in a commercially minded way where architectural preservation
becomes an unexploited market and studying vernacular architecture becomes professional
development. It aligns with Lucia Allais’s assertion about the “currency” of heritage preservation
and that UNESCO encourages its member states to think of their cultural heritage as assets in a
portfolio. Lynn Meskell, writing about the state of the UNESCO World Heritage Committee in
the twenty-first century, has said, “The 1972 Convention Concerning the Protection of World
Cultural and Natural Heritage is not so much about protection anymore, but instead about
branding, marketing.”109 Cultural heritage preservation means being invested in stasis; it means
aiming to identify iconic cultural heritage and then maintain it as a recognizable symbol of a
nation or identity. Korab’s “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” intended as a bulwark against
the erosion of Yemen’s distinct vernacular styles, agitates for action to that end and gives
architectural photographs a special truth-value for capturing in perpetuity a vanishing cultural
heritage.
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Chapter 3: Mario Cresci’s Matera: Immagini e documenti

In 1970, Mario Cresci began photographing the Sassi in Matera, an ancient settlement built out
of two natural cave systems in the mountainous Basilicata region of the Mezzogiorno (Southern
Italy).110 The Sassi had been occupied continuously for millennia, but only a few residents
remained when Cresci photographed the city, while the rest of the settlement crumbled. In 1975,
Cresci published his photographs in the book Matera: Immagini e documenti, which he designed
and edited. Twenty years later, after extensive renovations, the Sassi di Matera would be
inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List. His images make a detailed architectural study,
but they do not remain only on the level of the aesthetic or atmospheric. Cresci also delved into
the historical, social, and material life of the Sassi, publishing his photographs of archaeological
diagrams, local religious festivals, objects of folk art, and the area’s towering travertine quarries;
at the end of the book, he even included a transcript of twenty years of the Italian parliament’s
deliberations over proposed legislative measures to rehabilitate and preserve the Sassi (fig.
25).111 Cresci dedicated over one hundred pages of his photobook to these transcripts, which
indicates his political engagement and also points to Cresci’s concern about documentary
photography being confused for empirical evidence (an idea I’ll discuss in more detail later).
Before delving into the photographs of Matera: Immagini e documenti, I will first
contextualize the Matera and the Sassi that Cresci would have encountered in the 1970s. Here I
also review the political, economic, and social conditions that shaped Matera and the
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Mezzogiorno more broadly and which helped turn the Sassi into the crumbling landscape we see
in these photographs.
In the 1970s, in order to both improve local living conditions in Matera and preserve a
historic city, the Italian government was in the middle of clearing out the Sassi’s residents. The
residents were asked to move to new apartment blocks built on the outskirts of town so that their
homes within the caves could be renovated. Cresci’s photographs captured these abandoned
portions of the Sassi, where crumbled pavers are covered with moss and courtyards are filled
with abandoned kitchen appliances, but he also captured laundry recently hung on lines to dry
and a few remaining residents among the buildings. For some twenty pages, about two-thirds of
the way into the book, the Sassi’s streets are packed with people, illustrating Matera’s annual
July 2 procession for the Feast of the Madonna della Bruna; these images are interspersed with
blown-out studio photographs of bronze statuettes, ancient utensils, and votive offerings from
Matera’s archaeological museum.
Historically, the twentieth-century narrative of the Sassi can be divided into discrete
stages: the crowded squalor of the 1900s to the 1950s; the slowly emptying town of the 1950s to
1970s; and the growth and renovation of the 1970s onward. In Matera: Immagini e documenti,
Cresci juxtaposed photographs representing all these stages, challenging the notion that a town
could exist in discrete phases. In his book, Matera’s ancient sectors and contemporary
neighborhoods—the Sassi’s empty, abandoned courtyards and, on the feast day, jam-packed
streets—intermingle and melt into one another without hard chronological boundaries. In his
preface to Matera: Immagini e documenti, Cresci described the pre-1950s Matera thusly:
Until the 1950s, the lights and sounds were signs of life and neighborly relationships, the
“crapiata” [a traditional soup from Matera] was a sort of common minestrone where each
resident put their share of legumes together with that of the others, and the feast of the
Madonna della Bruna was put together for shepherds and peasants each year on July 2;
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but at the same time, the children died (with a mortality rate that was the highest of any
city in Italy) and the women stayed at home [to tend to] family life, while the men went
out to the farms and sometimes returned home only after weeks of continuous labor;
water was scarce; and yet the structures of the houses and the neighborhoods were kept
standing by all those who lived there, and exertion piled on top of more exertion.112
The town of Matera became a subject of international study and consternation in the
wake of the Second World War, when Italy had the task of rebuilding cities destroyed by the
war. Matera drew a deep scrutiny when Carlo Levi published Christ Stopped at Eboli (1945), a
somewhat fictionalized memoir of the years he spent in the same region of Basilicata. Under
Mussolini’s regime, in 1935, Levi had been forced into internal exile—from Turin to the town of
Aliano—for his antifascist activism. Sources vary as to whether they describe Christ Stopped at
Eboli as a novel or a memoir. Martina Caruso, in Italian Humanist Photography from Fascism to
the Cold War, calls it Levi’s “neorealist novel.”113 Anthropologist David Gutherz has written
perhaps a more nuanced definition:
[Christ Stopped at Eboli is] an anthropological treatise disguised as a novel masquerading
as a memoir, which quickly became required reading for a generation of leftists in Italy
and abroad. This surprise bestseller is structured around a semifictionalized account of
the author’s experiences during his “exile” in a small southern village called “Gagliano”
[the pseudonym of Aliano.]114
All this to say that it would be foolhardy to take Levi’s book for fact, but, as Caruso has argued,
it reflected and came to influence mystical and exoticized leftist Northern Italians’ perceptions of
Southern Italy and its inhabitants.115
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The Mezzogiorno that Levi described in Christ Stopped at Eboli was hampered by
corruption, mysticism, and fallowness, causing hunger, disease, and stagnation. He wrote of a
visit from his sister who had to pass through Matera, descending into the Sassi (below the
plateau where Matera’s more modern urban center rested):
The gully had a strange shape: it was formed by two half-funnels, side by side…Sasso
Caveoso and Sasso Barisano. They were like a schoolboy’s idea of Dante’s Inferno. And,
like Dante, I too began to go down from circle to circle, by a sort of mule path leading to
the bottom. The narrow path wound its way down and around, passing over the roofs of
the houses, if houses they could be called. They were caves, dug into the hardened clay
walls of the gully, each with its own façade…. The houses were open on account of the
heat, and as I went by I could see into the caves, whose only light came in through the
front doors…. In these dark holes with walls cut out of the earth I saw a few pieces of
miserable furniture, beds, and some ragged clothes hanging up to dry. On the floor lay
dogs, sheep, goats, and pigs. Most families have just one cave to live in and there they
sleep all together; men, women, children, and animals…. Of children I saw an infinite
number. They appeared from everywhere, in the dust and heat, amid the flies, stark naked
or clothed in rags.116
The Italian press fell upon this description of Matera when Levi’s book was published. Materans
were not the only Italians living pre-industrial lifestyles in the twentieth century, but architectural
historian Anne Toxey has argued that Matera made a particular sensation because of its striking
setting and ancient architecture. Headlines in the Italian press dubbed Matera “la vergogna
nazionale,” or the national shame.117 To allow such primitive living among twentieth-century
Italians was seen as a major failure of the state. Historian Patrick Christopher McGauley writes
that both of Italy’s major postwar political parties, the Christian Democrats and the Communists,
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used photographs of the Mezzogiorno, and Matera in particular, in their propaganda to promote
their own urban reform programs and the opposing party’s shortcomings when it came to social
progress.118
Matera became the perfect case study for Italy’s postwar examination of the Southern
Question, which Antonio Gramsci had put into words in a 1926 essay. Gramsci asked why
Southern Italians, more than Northerners, overwhelmingly lived in poverty and deteriorating
cities. He argued that Southern peasants were too fragmented to organize outside the systems
maintained by Southern landowners and intellectuals: “It creates a monstrous agrarian bloc
which…functions as the intermediary…of Northern capitalism.”119 In the popular press,
however, the Southern Question was framed not as a societal problem but an individual one—as
a matter of Southern Italians’ inherent inferiority, “which has made the Southerners lazy,
incapable, criminal, and barbaric,” as Gramsci wrote.120 It was the popular press’s version of the
Southern Question that made Italian intellectuals and the government decide that the way to
inspire economic growth in towns like Matera was to remove the ancient infrastructure that led
Southerners to cede their free will to their more primitive nature.
Led by the Italian government, scholars across many disciplines united to devise
solutions to Southern poverty. In 1952, Italy’s parliament passed Law 619 for the renewal of the
Sassi, creating a commission to study the city.121 The Law 619 commission was led by the
industrialist Adriano Olivetti, who was at that time the president of the Istituto nazionale di
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urbanistica. Architectural historian Maristella Casciato wrote (in the catalogue for the Canadian
Centre for Architecture’s Neorealism in Italian Architecture exhibition) that the commission
sought out “specialists in geography, history, sociology, medicine, anthropology, ethnology,
criminology, psychology, agronomy, agrarian economics, and urban planning,” whose brief was
to understand the community, the urban features of the Sassi that facilitated the community, and
the way in which Matera could be repaired in some areas, and replaced in others, to become a
modern city.122 Casciato contended that in the postwar period the approach to Italian cities, and
to Matera specifically, was a fundamentally neorealist one, “modeled directly on the material and
psychological needs of the people who were to use it—common people who were seen in a
lyrical but not mythical light.”123 Neorealist architecture in Italy was inspired by neorealist
cinema, and followed its approach to poeticizing and valorizing the Italy of the common man.
This kind of idealism shaped the Italian government’s plans for postwar urban renewal in
Matera and on its outskirts, where new communities were being built to eventually house the
residents of the Sassi. Art historian Nicoletta Leonardi, looking at Cresci’s early work in an
urban planning collective, writes that the goal of Matera’s newly planned residential
neighborhoods and apartment blocks was to “reproduce the same conditions of social cohesion
experienced in the cave dwellings.”124 A characteristic neorealist residential development was
the 687-unit Spine Bianche complex, designed by Carlo Aymonino and built in 1955 on the flat
plain of Matera, about two miles from the Sassi. Spine Bianche’s network of shared public
spaces, running between the small streets within the complex, was intended to replicate the
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dynamics of the Sassi’s shared courtyards.125 In the Sassi, several residential units would give
onto the same courtyard, and short, narrow roads would link several courtyards and clusters of
units to each other and to the main roads (see figs. 26, 27). The Matera commission’s neorealist
approach to urban planning was intended to be democratic and non-hierarchical, to allow
existing ways of life in the Sassi to inform the new, modern communities to which the Sassi’s
residents would be displaced. “Despite this,” Leonardi writes, “the state intervention was carried
out from the above without any consultation with the local population. This resulted in several
episodes of opposition and resistance on the part of the inhabitants, who were not happy about
having to leave their homes.”126 When Cresci began photographing in Matera, he would have
been quite familiar with this unhappy dynamic between state agencies and residents, thanks to
his experience working as part of an urban planning team in the Mezzogiorno, which I will
discuss now.

Cresci and the urban planning group Il Politecnico
Cresci’s artistic formation, like his oeuvre, has always been interdisciplinary, drawing from his
experiences with graphic design, urban planning, and photography. Cresci’s education was in
design at the Corso superiore di disegno industriale (Advanced School of Industrial Design) in
Venice in the 1960s. Leonardi suggests that the school’s interdisciplinary, experimental, publicspirited curriculum was impactful for Cresci, who absorbed the lessons of “faculty [who]
conceived architects and designers as intellectual technicians with a social role and
responsibilities toward the community.”127 After graduating, in 1966 Cresci joined the urban
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planning collective Il Politecnico (originally called Polis), which had been founded in Venice a
year earlier by sociologist Aldo Musacchio and the architects and urban planners Raffaele
Pannella and Ferruccio Orioli. Il Politecnico would eventually, in 1971, be hired by the Matera
commission to create a zoning variance for the city, but Cresci’s first commission with the
group, in 1966, was to draw a new general plan for Tricarico, another small town in the
Basilicata region, about thirty miles away from the Sassi.
In the 1960s, Tricarico and several other rural Mezzogiorno towns were experiencing
significant population declines as their residents were drawn to other cities that were
industrializing more rapidly and offered new economic possibilities and a better quality of life.
The industrialization in larger Southern cities resulted from the Italian government’s Cassa per il
Mezzogiorno, a development fund established in 1950 to stimulate economic growth in the South
by financing new public works and subsidizing the creation of industrial jobs. Much of that
funding passed Tricarico by. When Il Politecnico took on the Tricarico commission, Leonardi
writes, they aimed not to urbanize the town, but to preserve its architecturally significant
medieval center while interpreting what the locals needed from the town plan in order to
maintain their habits but with improved quality of life.128
Il Politecnico’s driving principle, Leonardi writes, was to help the residents of Tricarico
(and eventually other Mezzogiorno towns) “to get back a sense of themselves and become more
aware of their own history, their cultural, social and material identity so that everyone would be
able to actively contribute to the drawing of the urban zoning by pointing to their everyday life,
their habits, their actual needs.”129 Il Politecnico’s approach was to interview residents in-depth
(meeting with individuals and families in their homes, and gathering larger groups in town
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assemblies) to learn their needs, and also to conduct their own fieldwork and empirical
observation of the town’s functioning. Cresci, who had grown up in Chiavari, in Northern Italy,
moved to the Basilicata region with the other Politecnico members to take on the Tricarico
project; Leonardi flags this move as significant, because it let the group “fully experience the
social, economic, and cultural contexts they were supposed to intervene upon.”130 That is to say
that it helped Il Politecnico’s members, as outsiders in a region of small rural towns, to abandon
their preconceptions about the rural South, but also to disarm Basilicata’s native Southerners of
the resignation and despair that had been instilled by the disparaging descriptions of the
Mezzogiorno from Carlo Levi and his like.131
Il Politecnico’s photographic surveys (in Tricarico in 1966 and in Matera beginning in
1971) were conducted by Cresci. The surveys were a mix of ethnography, sociology, and
reportage that required Cresci to interview locals, study the cities’ economies, review the results
of state reforms, and understand the impact of all these on the built environment. Il Politecnico’s
1966 report on the Tricarico commission is extant in a Quaderno del Piano on the website of the
municipality of Tricarico. The thirty-four-page document includes some eighty photographs of
Tricarico made by Cresci that are paired with texts and together examine the city’s historic
center, population demographics, access roads, public plazas, restaurants, and so on (fig. 28).
One page in the Quaderno del Piano focuses on Tricarico’s agricultural landscapes (fig.
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29), which were shaped by the former feudalistic system in which huge tracts of privately owned
land (called latifondi) were rented out by layers of landlords and middlemen and farmed by wage
laborers. The latifondi in Southern Italy were a target of “civilizing” governmental land reforms
from Mussolini’s era onward,132 and the next page of the Tricarico plan explains the logistics of
the transitions to state-owned agricultural land.133 But on the latifondo page of the Quaderno
there are three photographs by Cresci of a large, seemingly defunct farm. At the top of the page,
a “comprehensive view” emphasizes the farm’s imposing scale with a huge depth of field that
gives maximum photographic space to the fields that lead up to the monolithic stone stables and
storehouses. Below that image, there is a photograph of a water-stained three-story barn with a
crumbling, overgrown, and very starkly designed façade—all emphasizing the sublimeness and
the horribleness of the oversized architecture. The text on the page explicitly criticizes what it
calls the “capitalism” of the latifondo system and contends that the system’s ills are indicated in
the architecture itself:
For this type of pastoral-grain agriculture, the agricultural enterprise needed a large
service center, which consisted of the masseria [large farmhouse]: a building, usually
located in dominant areas for reasons of hygiene and defense; often built with good
architectural criteria, as it was also used as the owner’s country house; but above all [it
was] used as a miserable dormitory for wage earners and day laborers, who often shared
their shelter with animals.134
Three pages of the Tricarico report show the results of Cresci’s interviews with locals
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(particularly the town’s contadini, or peasants), which often took place in their homes. These
pages emphasize the value of the peasants’ way of living, in small houses close to neighbors:
The houses in the village are brought together by the narrowness of their space…[and] by
the shape of the town: blind alleys, open spaces, large, internal courtyards. The houses
themselves frequently have external stairs with shelves in front of the entrance. They are
all stopping points and organic connections with the outside world. For centuries, people
have maintained an intimate relationship with their neighbors.135
The text above is accompanied by photographs of a whitewashed courtyard in which potted
plants are on a windowsill; from another open window, a patterned curtain hangs out into the
courtyard; and two young boys play in front of the stairs to one house, while across the
courtyard, very close to the camera, a woman moves from the bright courtyard into the darkness
of a house’s passageway (fig. 30). Il Politecnico’s report lauded this kind of neighborly intimacy
woven into Tricarico’s urban fabric, an intimacy threatened in 1966, the report said, by the
inability for educated residents to find a job in Tricarico and new, quicker modes of travel that
allowed residents to work far from their homes. But the report does not neglect to explain that
locals also enjoyed the modern household amenities that were beginning to appear in some
peasant homes, which improved quality of life and made work easier. One page shows three of
Cresci’s photographs of peasant kitchens (fig. 31): in the image at top, ladles and colanders hang
above a tiled kitchen counter that has an old wood-burning oven set within it; at bottom-left, a
woman in a headscarf stands cooking at a new white gas range; at bottom-right, a woman in a
flowered housedress holds a baby, standing in front of a refrigerator and a television topped with
an electric lamp, and two electrical cords cross the small empty span of wall between them. The
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text on the page emphasizes that the peasants’ old way of cooking and organizing a kitchen was
unavoidable, while new appliances allowed residents to rethink their houses entirely:
The old peasant house used any surface to add to the availability of space. But the
improvement in the standard of living (thanks above all to emigration), the introduction
of new routines, [and] the possibility to purchase modern consumer goods are bringing
about profound changes in the use of everyday objects. The evolution of the concept of
the “house” also arises from the adoption of the television or refrigerator.136
The Tricarico report is exemplary of Il Politecnico’s approach to urban planning, which was to
understand how residents perceived their traditional and contemporary ways of living, and then
to formulate reforms that incorporated the best of both. Il Politecnico’s approach elevated nuance
and ambivalence over partisanship and certainty. This early experience strongly informed
Cresci’s approach to Matera.
During the 1966 Tricarico project, at the same time as he was conducting Il Politecnico’s
urban planning survey, Cresci began a project of his own: the photographic series Interni Mossi
(Blurred Interiors; 1966–78), made up of portraits of Tricarico residents seated in cafés or in
their homes. In Interni Mossi, Cresci used a long exposure time to fix within the photographic
frame the immobile elements of the scene—mugs, bottles, chairs—while allowing the faces of
the residents to blur or sometimes disappear entirely, as in the portrait of a person in a kitchen, in
front of a wall filled with hanging pots and pans. Here the person’s eyes are only suggested by
two dark shadows on the blurred visage (fig. 32). The subjects’ faces are made unreadable,
which seems to reproduce some of the foreignness or incomprehension that Cresci might have
felt in that small town. The series also tests the limits of the photograph as a document; without
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being able to glean information from the subjects’ expressions or ages or facial features, what
impression of Tricarico can we take away from the images? Curator Mauro Zanchi, in his
contribution to Cresci’s 2017 retrospective exhibition in Bergamo, posited that the blurriness in
the Interni Mossi images helps them transmit an ineffable essence of their subjects:
[Cresci] tries to understand the spirit of the place, chasing the souls of the people, the
cultural elements that have formed their identity, within a given territory, permeated by
traditions and customs…. The photographic medium is placed on the same level as
ethnographic and anthropological analysis, using a long exposure time to penetrate
deeply into the cracks of reality…. Cresci imagines that he is in a space not marked by
time, beyond the past and the present.137
With Interni Mossi, Cresci analyzed the ephemeral and permanent elements that define “place,”
and allowed possibly ephemeral material objects and settings to form part of the eternal essence
of Tricarico. Where Italy’s neorealist urbanists might have posited that Tricarico’s essence
would follow its citizens to a new town or a new apartment block, Interni Mossi asserted that
local objects and local buildings form a major part of regional identity that cannot be separated
from the souls of the residents.
In Matera with Il Politecnico, Cresci again used photography to understand the city. His
first photographs of Matera date to 1970.138 Cresci engaged in the practices that were familiar to
him from Tricarico: interviews with residents; examination of archival photographs; and study of
maps and the ancient vernacular architecture, as well as the structures built in the town since
1952. To these practices he added visits to the museum of Matera, to look at folk art and
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archaeological artifacts from the region. As Cresci studied Matera, he came to disbelieve the
neorealist depiction of the place that Levi’s Christ Stopped at Eboli had promoted. Cresci said
that by the 1960s, the mysticism and superstition that Levi had identified in Basilicatans was
already “crisis-ridden and well on its way to extinction.”139
Not only did Cresci believe that the neorealist depictions of Matera were outdated by the
time he arrived, but he seemed to suggest that Italian neorealism was bogged down by
provocative details and anachronisms, to the point that it neglected reality. In his foreword to
Matera: Immagini e documenti, Cresci inveighed against neorealism without naming it directly.
Referring to Marx and Engel’s texts on art, Cresci wrote:
The false consciousness of reality that has always allowed contemplation to prevail over
action, the cult of form over the urgency of content, the representation of states of mind
over the narration of facts, and the analysis of the inner man over the representation of
living men, can do nothing except contend with the real history and real living conditions
of men and of their relationships of production in the various ages until today.140
Neorealist cinema and writing were predicated on documenting unvarnished social realities, but
there was also a thread of indulgence woven through texts like Christ Stopped at Eboli. In Levi’s
text, the Sassi are horrible “beyond” imagination, and its closest analogue is Dante’s Inferno. In
contrast, Cresci’s images in Matera minimize formal dramatics: the images all have a large depth
of field, with focus evenly distributed across the picture plane; the lighting varies between scenes
but is predominantly natural—the town is photographed in high sun as well as on cloudy, lowlight days; and the tones of the book’s images are not usually highly contrasted (fig. 33).
Cresci’s opposition to neorealism has continued to inform his more recent work. In a
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video promoting his 2019 exhibition of archival photographs and artifacts in Matera (as part of
the town’s yearlong “European Capital of Culture” celebration, sponsored by the European
Union) Cresci said of his own work, and of Paese Lucano, the 1965 book by anthropologist
Leonardo Sinisgalli and photographer Mimmo Castellano: “For the first time, Basilicata and the
South are seen without rhetoric, in a historical vision where photography is not pietistic; there is
no decadent neorealism, but a clear perspective on what the region is.”141 With this statement,
Cresci reacted against the neorealist tendencies toward psychologizing the Mezzogiorno and
lyricizing its appearance.
This is not to say that Matera: Immagini e documenti is a book of straightforward
documentary photography. In his foreword, Cresci wrote that photographs could ideally do more
than just document: “In a situation such as that of the Sassi di Matera, photography could be used
not as a simple documentation tool but rather as a means of knowing and constructing analogical
relationships between time and real space, between the memory of past and present history
through the forms and the meanings of its environment.”142 Cresci understood the photograph not
as a direct representation of a moment that had passed in front of his camera, but as an
“analogical sign” whose relationship to real time and real space was at least a few degrees
removed, as Maria Antonella Pelizzari argued in her article “Mario Cresci’s ‘Inadvertent Little
Gestures.’”143
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Cresci’s notion was to divine what relationship existed between the passage of time and
the changes occurring in the material realm. His approach recalls Henri Bergson’s examination
of the relationship between space and time in “The Idea of Duration” (1889). It happens that
Bergson had ties to heritage preservation, in that he was president in the 1920s of the
International Commission on Intellectual Cooperation, which was essentially UNESCO’s
precursor in the League of Nations. Architectural historian Manuel Martín-Hernández has
previously linked Bergson’s idea of duration to the concept of authenticity in heritage
preservation: “The idea that the nature of monuments is to be constantly changing could be
traced back to the influential thinking of French philosopher Henri Bergson…: ‘Form is
immobile and the reality is movement. What is real is the continual change of form: form is only
a snapshot view of a transition.’”144
In “The Idea of Duration,” Bergson argued for the impossibility of a homogeneous, oneto-one relationship between changes or movements in space and the passage of time, on the logic
that movements or gradual changes of state are continuous and cannot, unlike measured units of
time, be segmented. There is no direct relationship between one unit of time and one change to a
material state; these are merely “simultaneities,” Bergson wrote.145 This theory contributes to the
understanding of Cresci’s book, where his photographs are not documentary records of a
timeless place but rather, of a place whose topography and culture becomes stretched across
time. Cresci illustrated this idea with cinematic montages in his book with a layout that
emphasizes the coincidental nature of the simultaneities Bergson describes. As Leonardi
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observes, the images in Matera are “reproduced on a full page with no gaps, so as to create a
cinematic narrative.”146
If the book were a film strip, it would be a fragmented one, with often abrupt cuts
between different scenes. It contains only ten or so double-page images, while the large part of
the book features two very different images side by side, with very little gap between them. Only
on some pages did Cresci include a vertical bar of blank space between the photograph and the
book’s gutter; these bars are so brief that they barely rupture the immediate succession of one
image after another (fig. 34). Seven spreads look, at first glance, like panoramic images
photographed from a high vantage point over the town and reproduced double-page in the book.
Closer examination of the inner edges of the images reveals that these spreads are
actually made up of two different images. For the right-hand page of each of these fauxpanoramic spreads, Cresci shifted his camera a very small distance to the left, so that the same
sliver of landscape appears on both sides of the spread (fig. 35). Cresci ruptured the photographic
space with these jump-cuts and camera shifts, disrupting the impression of a continuous
photographic tour of the city. This aesthetic suggests that Cresci was critiquing narratives that
were imposed on the Sassi by neorealist texts like Levi’s, and also by the governmental and
academic commissions that were formed to study the Sassi and make prescriptions for its future.
In many of the spreads, Cresci paired images whose compositions mirror each other,
showing formal correspondences between the architecture and the landscape. In a spread near the
beginning of Matera’s main section of 304 photographs, Cresci placed on the left-hand page a
photograph of the elevation of the Sassi’s rooftops; on the right-hand page is a photograph of the
rugged Murgian plateau that lies below the Sassi (fig. 36). The rooftops of the Sassi and the
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plateau’s scrubby tiers both mount toward an apex at the top of the photograph’s frame. The
shadowy recesses pitting the travertine cliffs on the plateau of the right-hand page match the
blackness of the windows which punctuate the Sassi’s travertine buildings on the left-hand page.
On another spread, Cresci paired a photograph of an ancient travertine quarry with a photograph
of a staircase below the Sassi’s Casalnuovo neighborhood (fig. 37). He composed the
photographs in similar fashion, with an empty middle ground leading up to orthogonal towers of
rock in the background. The loose rocks in the foreground of the quarry photograph mirror the
pitted stone path in the foreground of the Casalnuovo photograph.

Matera: Immagini e documenti as a reaction to heritage preservation
Such photographic pairings bring out the features of the Sassi’s buildings and highlight
their visual similarity to the rocky landscape and the travertine quarries from which they were
cut. Cresci’s work in this regard is especially striking when compared to the devices used by
Korab in his Yemen photo-essay, as described earlier on. On one spread of Korab’s essay are
two quarter-page photographs of a mosque and multi-story residential buildings in Sanaa, paired
with a full-page image of a terraced hillside outside the city (see fig. 16). The orthogonal angles
and flat plateaus of the terraced hill mount toward the upper-right corner of the photographic
frame, as do the orthogonal masonry buildings in the photographs opposite; all three scenes are
shot in three-quarters perspective. As I have argued, the goal of Korab’s essay was to prove that
Yemen’s vernacular architecture is uniquely unified with its surroundings and its materials.
Therefore, it must be preserved as-is and cannot be replaced by new development.
Where Cresci used these tactics, the principal goal did not seem to be to mythologize or
romanticize the Sassi’s vernacular architecture. Pairing the Sassi’s buildings with images of
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quarries (which Cresci did in eleven spreads towards the beginning of the book) implies
something other than harmony with the natural environment. The Sassi grew taller only as
Matera’s quarries were depleted; in his foreword, Cresci called the city’s millennia of mining a
method of “colonizing the ground” and evidence of man’s “continuous act of aggression towards
nature.”147
The tone of these spreads becomes more ironic where images of heavy machinery are
interposed. In one spread, a series of cranes and conveyor belts in one of the quarries pulverizes
travertine, kicking up clouds of dust which float over a mound of abandoned tires in the
background. On the opposite page is an image of the rooftops of the Sassi rising over the top of
an old quarry wall that has grown scrubby, as if it were returning to nature (fig. 38). The
mechanization and pulverization in the quarry on the left-hand page contrast with the stillness of
the Sassi on the right. This pairing dissipates any romantic feeling or preservationist impulse the
viewer might have harbored for Matera’s vast, visually striking quarries. It also links the Sassi’s
architecture to the violent mining processes that allowed the town to be built, calling into
question the perception that vernacular architecture always lives in harmony with nature.
The sense of irony persists in Matera’s later architectural image pairings. On one spread,
Cresci paired a photograph of a sealed doorway in the Sassi with a photograph of balconies in a
modern apartment block in a newer neighborhood in Matera (fig. 39). The matching voids in
these photographs are visually resonant: the pitch-black space behind the partially sealed ancient
doorway is situated in the middle of the frame, similar to the shadowed areas and closed doors
behind the new building’s balcony railings. In another pairing, Cresci matched a frontal view of

Translation is mine; original text reads: “Dalla tecnica dello scavo, come metodo d’insediamento nella terra, alla
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Immagini e documenti, unpaginated.
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the ancient Rupestrian church of S. Pietro Barisano in the Sassi with a similarly composed shot
of the Banca Popolare and its ground-floor café in the modern portion of Matera (fig. 40). The
quatrefoil rose window of S. Pietro Barisano (with most of its glass panes missing) is a signpost
of the church’s social function, just as the “Birra Peroni” sign atop the bank is a signpost—but
one that sells beer.
With regard to these pairings of the contemporary and the ancient, art historian Antonello
Frongia has recently described Cresci’s book as “a catalogue of archetypes [that] staged a
dialectic between the mineral stability of a premodern civilization and the modern landscape of
capitalist technology.”148 I would contend that with these pairings, Matera: Immagini e
documenti mocks Italian preservationists’ consternation in the 1970s about the disjuncture of
Matera’s modern architecture with what remained of the old city. An architect might be inclined
to use Cresci’s photographs to identify which of the Sassi’s buildings are most archetypal, the
most essential, and which are the most important structures to preserve. But in Cresci’s book
there is no single essence of Matera or the Sassi that can be identified in the architecture itself. In
these photographs, the quarry and the Banco Popolare are as characteristic of Matera as the
Sassi’s buildings and the Murgian plateau. If we want to know which architecture is authentic to
Matera in this moment, Cresci might answer that one building is as essential as another,
thwarting the premise of an evaluative architectural study.
Other images in Matera adopt the language of photo-reportage. In these photographs,
Cresci focused on the social issues at hand in Matera, especially the concerns raised by the
Italian government and the press: sanitation, access to water and electricity, and general blight
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and abandonment. In his preface to the photobook, he wrote that capturing the Sassi’s blight was
a particular aim of his: “I have tried to fix—to retain at the level of the images—a reality so
dilapidated that its physical decay is visible with each passing day.”149 To that end, one of
Cresci’s photographs shows a pile of discarded appliances and buckets in the courtyard of one of
the Sassi homes (fig. 41). The image’s focus is squarely on the detritus; it shows very little of the
surrounding architecture, in contrast to many other images in the book which use a large depth of
field to include as much of the architecture as possible.
Cresci photographed the courtyard in bright sunlight, which bounces off the white
surfaces of the appliances. The camera lingers on piquant details, like the Gelati Lola logo on a
piece of a freezer at the bottom of the mound, which remind us that we are seeing a
contemporary Matera, not an ancient city. Opposite that photograph in Matera is an image of an
empty street in the Sassi; one wall bears graffiti reading Case a tutti—perhaps a resident’s way
of protesting the Italian government’s slow-moving restoration work in the Sassi (fig. 41). Like
the image of the dumped appliances, this photograph picks up on visual cues that indicate the
issues at play in the city. The graffiti speaks to tension between residents and the government.
Meanwhile, the nearly pitch-black area at the center of the photograph, between the two sides of
the street, indicates the presence of another warren of homes further in, but its darkness suggests
abandonment.
Cresci would have been aware of depictions in the Italian press of the problems facing
Matera, not least because of the research he conducted during his time with Il Politecnico.
Lindsay Harris makes the case that images of Matera were widely distributed in Europe and the

Translation is mine; original text reads: “Ho cercato di fissare, di trattenere a livello d’immagini una realtà
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United States in the 1950s and 1960s, thanks to interest stirred up by Christ Stopped at Eboli,
which in turn prompted visits by high-profile international photographers, thus inviting yet more
interest. Beyond Seymour’s Children of Europe (discussed above, in chapter one), another of
Magnum’s founding members photographed Matera—Henri Cartier-Bresson, when he arrived
there in 1951, to make photographs that would later appear in his 1955 photobook The
Europeans.150
In one of Cartier-Bresson’s images of the Sassi, he captured a courtyard shared by at least
three multistory houses (fig. 42). Women face the photographer in three of the ground-floor
doorways, accompanied by several children. A girl at the bottom of the frame ascends what is
probably a staircase where the photographer is standing. Though the stones of the houses are
crumbling, one of the structures has been freshly whitewashed, and another has laundry on a line.
The situation of these residents is clearly impoverished, but their movement in the frame, and
their interaction with one another, make the image spirited.
Another of Cartier-Bresson’s images shows five figures—three children and two
women—ascending one of the Sassi’s mule paths (fig. 43). This view is like the one described in
Christ Stopped at Eboli as a scene out of Dante’s Inferno, with the Sassi rising up around the
photographer. The mood of Cartier-Bresson’s photograph, however, is more ebullient, conveyed
in the rhythm of the figures’ steps and the playfulness of the children (one sticks her head up
from behind a rock). The laundry strung up over the paths resembles strings of valedictory flags
under which the Materans pass. These photographs of Matera lyricize the residents of the Sassi
in a mode that recalls the indulgent neorealism that Cresci has lambasted.
Where human figures appear in Cresci’s images, in contrast, there is very little lyricism.
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In one photograph of a courtyard in the Sassi, a woman standing on her balcony appears to be
looking at the photographer (fig. 44). Her static figure—one hand braced on the balcony railing,
her face expressionless—does not have the vibrancy of the figures who weave through CartierBresson’s photographs. Cresci’s resistance to a universalist poetics is deliberate. Cresci intended
to throw off the false consciousness that privileges “the analysis of the inner man over the
representation of living men,” to quote again from his foreword.151 Whereas Cartier-Bresson’s
photographs search out Materans’ innate dignity, Cresci leaves his subjects’ inner lives closed
off from the photograph, as if to let the discernable facts of the image speak for themselves.
One section of Cresci’s book stands apart from the others in that it pictures Matera’s
annual feast day celebrating the patron saint, the Madonna della Bruna. The Festa della Madonna
della Bruna, celebrate every July 2, features the Carro Trionfale, a giant float decorated in
papier-mâché, which carries a statue of the Madonna around the center of Matera for the better
part of a day, accompanied by the faithful. Close to midnight, the young men in the procession
set upon the float and tear it to pieces while being cheered on by the crowd. Like many peasant
religious rituals in Italy, the Festa combines pagan traditions with relatively more recently
adopted Catholic rites. In a post-Mussolini Italy, Cresci’s Madonna della Bruna photographs
were politically significant for the way they embraced Southern peasant traditions that had been
tarred as retrograde. Martina Caruso writes that, under fascism in Italy, peasant religious rituals
were suppressed as part of Mussolini’s push to promote only “progressive ruralism” and not the
“primitive” aspects of rural life that did not conform with a national Italian identity:
A number of photographs of peasant religious rituals…remained unpublished until after
1945, at times only emerging from the 1970s onward…. The silenced photographic
legacy of the “real” peasantry reveals the way in which the carnivalesque and folklore in
life-affirming religious rituals or street life had been suppressed in favor of a hygienist,
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modernist, imperialist vision of rural life.152
Caruso also writes that in the postwar era, the publication of Ernesto De Martino’s cultural
anthropology—particularly starting with Sud e magia, in 1959, which included action-packed
images of religious rites—inspired a wave of Marxist interest in suppressed images and
information about rural Italian folklore and religion.153
Cresci’s photographs of the Madonna della Bruna procession are taken from within the
crowd as well as from above—the latter showing how Matera’s steep, narrow streets (even
outside of the oldest parts of the Sassi) are transformed entirely when filled by a mass of bodies
(fig. 45; fig. 46, right). Another photograph shows a crowd massed on the steps of Matera’s
cathedral waiting for the procession to start as a man runs, head down, through the empty plaza
in front of them, as if to get out of the way (fig. 46, left). The composition recalls CartierBresson’s aesthetics of the so-called “decisive moment,” capturing a simultaneous coordination
of moving elements; it also speaks to the performance element of Southern Catholic ritual that
Caruso calls “a cathartic form of theater and an occasion to bring together the community in a
heightened collective experience.”154 The catharsis comes to a head in Cresci’s images of the
procession as night falls and the destruction of the Carro Trionfale commences (fig. 47). The
high-contrast images, blown out in spots by the float’s bright lamps, show motion and,
significantly, youth. In the Madonna della Bruna ritual, the destruction of the Carro Trionfale by
the town’s youth is said to variously symbolize an agricultural turning-over or the tearing down
of old vestiges and antiquated ways—either way, a sign of radical change and renewal. I propose
that Cresci might have seen the rite as a mirror to the destruction of the Sassi. With these images,
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which stand out from the largely de-peopled landscapes in the rest of Matera: Immagini e
documenti, Cresci calls on a kind of ethnographic photo-reportage, and sometimes the visual
tropes of the humanist photographers, to emphasize the contradictions within the Sassi.
In his preface to Matera, Cresci wrote that the book’s aim was partly anthropological—to
understand the conditions of life in Matera and in the Sassi, and not just the conditions of the
built environment. He wrote:
It is not possible to photograph the Sassi without taking into account the social support
and subsistence economy on which [the Sassi] were based, which is why the remains of
the ancient peoples operate between the men and the material reality in which they lived.
Today the empty [homes] exceed the full and the walls are diaphragms without supports,
their stability is largely compromised, between houses the differences in height have
sometimes been eliminated, and the stairs end in front of doors sealed with tuff. The
chimneys, the bas-reliefs, and the tiles of the house numbers have been destroyed or
stolen, in a slow and progressive destruction…. Abstracted from such a context, the Sassi
became a center of history, culture, aesthetic value. On the other hand, seen in the hard
substance of the material relations of production, in the contrast of interests between
various social categories, which can also be detected architecturally at the level of
contrast between individual buildings, the Sassi are reduced to their historic, authentic
measure, which is that of an anthropological-cultural center.155
Cresci had also expressed this anthropological interest in the Mezzogiorno with his
Interni mossi photographs of Tricarico residents at home and in cafés, but photographs of
residential interiors in the Sassi are uncommon in Matera: Immagini e documenti; Cresci
included only a few interior shots, and all of the homes he photographed were empty and
unoccupied. In these photographs, Cresci focused on the remarkable forms of the empty spaces,
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rather than the homes’ furnishings or possessions (like he photographed in the Tricarico urban
planning report). In one spread, Cresci paired a photograph of an empty cave home, whose
ceiling is arched almost like a cathedral, with an image of an empty portico with a graffitied
wall, outside one of Matera’s modern apartment blocks (fig. 48). The tunnel-like spaces in both
images are striking in their bareness, but neither photograph is designed to emphasize a
particular social problem of the Sassi or to make an evaluation. The subject matter seems, at first,
intended to illustrate the passage of time in Matera (old spaces are vacated, new spaces are built),
but the emptiness of both spaces vexes that reading. Without any visible inhabitants around, both
images are completely static. The spread calls into question our understanding of the passage of
time in cities, and the progression from old structures to new ones. Without active signs of life in
either photograph, it is harder to know which image represents the Matera of the past and of the
future.
Cresci’s use of architectural photographic modes in Matera calls into question the ways
in which these images work and the ways in which they are used to measure the passage of time,
less concerned with measuring than with comprehending. Archaeologist/museologist Colin
Sterling has discussed a similar idea in direct relation to preservation in his article about
anonymous 1990s photographs (promotional, touristic, etc.) of the UNESCO World Heritage
Site at Angkor, in Cambodia. He writes:
The desire to depict a “timeless” Angkor, and the continued popularity of such
photographs, has important ramifications for any ethical engagement with the site, not
least whether the implied musealization works for or against disenfranchised
stakeholders…. The preservation and documentation of material remains through
“rational” technologies thus serve to make possible the emergence of an “irrational”
photography that revels in mystery and the unknown.156
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Cresci rejected this ethos of technology, documentation, and measurement. Working from
Bergson’s theories in “The Idea of Duration,” Cresci proved in his photobook that it is
impossible to quantify material changes like the ones Matera underwent. As Bergson wrote,
“The deep-seated conscious states [of existence] have no relation to quantity, they are pure
quality, they intermingle in such a way that we cannot tell whether they are one or several, nor
even examine them from this point of view without at once altering their nature.”157 As Matera:
Immagini e documenti would have it, the very act of photographing Matera, with an eye to
documenting the effects of time on the place, would necessarily change the nature of the place.

The Sassi di Matera as global cultural heritage
In 1993, the Sassi di Matera were inscribed as a UNESCO World Heritage site, after
rehabilitation and new development picked up pace in the 1980s and 1990s; since then, Matera
has attracted major tourism investments. Though Cresci’s Matera and Bergson’s “The Idea of
Duration” both predate the establishment of the first UNESCO World Heritage sites in 1978,
their principles, if extrapolated, would preclude the possibility of UNESCO’s being able to
record, preserve, and restore any culture’s vernacular architecture.
As I discuss above, two of UNESCO’s principles for identifying eligible monuments for
World Heritage Status are “integrity” and “authenticity.” Integrity specifies that a UNESCO site
must be physically unchanged from the state that UNESCO has identified as its original or
natural state. Authenticity requires that a site maintain or regain “its traditional use and function”
and “the spirit and feeling of the place.”158
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The Bergsonian argument—and the argument that Cresci makes in Matera: Immagini e
documenti—would be that 1) UNESCO’s examination of and intervention in a World Heritage
site “at once alters [its] nature,” such that the site cannot be either integral or authentic under
UNESCO’s standards; and 2) there never can exist or be identified one integral and authentic
state of any site, because change occurs constantly and imperceptibly. In “The Idea of Duration,”
Bergson wrote:
When e.g. I take my first walk in a town in which I am going to live, my environment
produces on me two impressions at the same time, one of which is destined to last while
the other will constantly change. Every day I perceive the same houses, and as I know
that they are the same objects, I always call them by the same name and I also fancy that
they always look the same to me. But if I recur, at the end of a sufficiently long period, to
the impression which I experienced during the first few years, I am surprised at the
remarkable, inexplicable, and indeed inexpressible change which has taken place. It
seems that these objects…have ended by borrowing from me something of my own
conscious existence; like myself they have lived, and like myself they have grown old.159
Like Bergson in his example above, the institutions of the Italian government and UNESCO
were able to fix in place an image of the integral and authentic Matera only by imposing their
own consciousness on the city. A concept of the ideal Matera, which Italy and UNESCO hoped
to regain or maintain, was arrived at by comparing the Sassi of their past impressions (or
historical photographs, measurements, written narratives, etc.) to the Sassi they saw in front of
them. The preserved Sassi and the modernized Matera of the 1950s onward were built from these
amalgamations of impressions.
In his foreword, Cresci argued that a photographer’s imposing his consciousness on the
site he photographs would be indulgent: “I photographed the Sassi without stopping for a
moment to think that my work, my gesture, being a single and private act, should not take
advantage of contemplative motivations or chase desires aimed at giving personal shape to the
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misery of those places, precisely to not superimpose myself on the reality that stood before
me.”160 For Cresci to identify the Matera of his book as the “essential” Matera would be to
impose his lived reality (the moment in which he photographed the town) on the “reality” before
him. For this reason, he does not claim any particular truth value for these photographs; instead,
they are one Materan document among many. Matera: Immagini e documenti also called into
question institutional narratives that purported to encapsulate Matera’s trajectory by revealing
the subjectivity of their ways of measuring. The book’s overlapping, conflicting images and the
parliamentary documents aren’t pieces of evidence or data points, cannot be assembled into a
coherent argument. Instead, each reflects one of an infinity of moments and changing states in
the Sassi. They are too numerous to order chronologically; the changes between them are too
minute to perceive; and together they deny any official linear narrative.

Translation is mine; original text reads: “Ho fotografato i Sassi senza smettere per un attimo di pensare che il mio
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Conclusion

UNESCO’s World Heritage Convention, since its adoption in 1972, has been a complex vehicle
for diplomacy, one that envisions intercultural understanding and international cooperation
coming together to protect irreplaceable cultural heritage and sites of outstanding natural beauty
around the world. UNESCO itself, founded in the aftermath of World War II, aimed to ease
tensions and practice international consensus-building by focusing on subject areas (science,
culture, education) that could be debated with impartiality. Of course, none of these subjects is
immune to conflict, as Lynn Meskell has found while conducting her institutional ethnography of
the program. In recent years, the World Heritage Convention and heritage preservation more
broadly have seen more pushback in nations where the profits of heritage tourism are unequally
shared or where the heritage designation alienates locals from the sites that are their patrimony.
For instance, in Djenné, Mali, residents have bristled under the requirements for maintaining the
ancient city’s WHC-listed mud-brick houses and mosque, which need replastering every year
and cannot be updated with even basic comforts, like screen doors. In 2006, a group of young
people sacked the mosque to protest their poor living conditions, while the imam and a few elites
took the lion’s share of Djenné’s revenue from tourism.161 These kinds of conflicts help reveal
the political and economic interests that are inextricably linked to heritage preservation, as well
as the power dynamics that inflect top-down efforts to protect heritage or restore it to its
authentic nature.
The photo-essays studied here illuminate and sometimes complicate the idea of heritage
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The Djenné mosque incident and Malian perspectives on UNESCO and heritage preservation are detailed in Neil
MacFarquhar, “Mali City Rankled by Rules for Life in Spotlight,” New York Times, January 8, 2011,
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/09/world/africa/09mali.html.
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preservation as a cultural good or an act of beneficence. Balthazar Korab’s “North Yemen: Land
and Buildings” and Mario Cresci’s Matera: Immagini e documenti share with UNESCO’s World
Heritage Convention one point: that there is a lesson to be taken from vernacular architectural
heritage, which is often uniquely suited to its environment and to its inhabitants’ way of living.
Along with Federico Busonero’s The Land That Remains and David Seymour’s Children of
Europe, Korab’s and Cresci’s photographic surveys come from an outsider perspective and seek
to understand the locals in terms of their agricultural landscapes, built environments, and ways of
life. However, Korab’s and Cresci’s essays diverge when it comes to deciding what to do about
threatened heritage. Korab’s essay made a clear call-to-action to its readers (American Institute
of Architects members) and implored them to help Yemen preserve its native forms of
architecture. Matera: Immagini e documenti, in turn, declined to make a prescription for Matera
and posited that restoring the Sassi (as Italy tried to do) was impossible and that the town’s
constant, if imperceptible, changes suggested that there was no one authentic state to restore.
Cresci also called into question the value of the knowledge-gathering that architectural
preservation demanded and the objectivity to which it laid claim. The bureaucratic UNESCO
approach to heritage is often the dominant one, prioritizing physical heritage over intangible
heritage (“disaggregating refuge from refugee,” in Lucia Allais’s powerful analysis) and
engaging the global community in consensus on the production of material cultural heritage.
Cresci’s way of undermining the official narratives might be the ideal way to supplant the
UNESCO heritage industry, with layers of photographs and documents that overlap, scramble
the measurements and data points, and deny the linear chronologies.
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Fig. 1a
“The Family of Man,” UNESCO Courier, February 1956, 19. Left-hand page of opening spread,
with photograph of a group in Botswana, 1947, by Nat Farbman.
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Fig. 1b
“The Family of Man,” UNESCO Courier, February 1956, 19. Right-hand page of opening
spread, with: (top) a group in an Ozarks interior, 1946, by Nina Leen; (bottom left) a group in a
Sicilian interior, c. 1940s, by Vito Fiorenza; and (bottom right) a group in a field in Shiga, Japan,
1949, by Carl Mydans.
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Fig. 2
David Seymour. Children of Europe (Paris: UNESCO, 1949), 18. Untitled, undated photographs
are by Seymour.
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Fig. 3
David Seymour. Children of Europe, 23.
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Fig. 4
David Seymour. Children of Europe, 26.
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Fig. 5
David Seymour. Children of Europe, 43.
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Fig. 6
David Seymour. Children of Europe, 52.
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Fig. 7
David Seymour. Children of Europe, 55.
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Fig. 8
David Seymour. Children of Europe, 13.
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Fig. 9
Gaetano Pedo. The Roman Forum, 19th century, albumen print. Cantor Arts Center, Stanford
University, 1973.63.2, Museum Purchase Fund.
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Fig. 10
Federico Busonero. Israeli railway bisecting terraced farmland, Battir, 2008–09. In The Land
That Remains, ed. Busonero and Anne Sanciaud-Azanza (Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz,
2016), 95.
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Fig. 11
Federico Busonero. House with a vermilion door, Adh-Dhahiriya, 2008–09. In The Land That
Remains, 72.
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Fig. 12
Federico Busonero. Battir, 2008–09. In The Land That Remains, 96.
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Fig. 13
Federico Busonero. Arrabeh, 2008–09. In The Land That Remains, 106.
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Fig. 14
Balthazar Korab. Trans World Airlines Terminal, John F. Kennedy (originally Idlewild) Airport,
New York, New York, 1956–62. Balthazar Korab Collection, Library of Congress Prints and
Photographs Division Washington, DC; available at https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/krb.00609.
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Fig. 15
Balthazar Korab. “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” AIA Journal, February 1981, 58–59.
Untitled photograph by Balthazar Korab, 1978.
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Fig. 16
Balthazar Korab. “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” AIA Journal, February 1981, 60–61.
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Fig. 17
Balthazar Korab. “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” AIA Journal, February 1981, 62–63.
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Fig. 18
Balthazar Korab. “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” AIA Journal, February 1981, 66–67.
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Fig. 19
Balthazar Korab. “North Yemen: Land and Buildings,” AIA Journal, February 1981, 64–65.
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Fig. 20
Balthazar Korab, Yemen, 1978. Detail from a contact sheet, showing three photographs of
scaffolding in an unidentified city. Balthazar Korab collection, Prints and Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
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Fig. 21
Balthazar Korab, Yemen, 1978. Details from a sleeve of slides and a contact sheet, showing
some of Korab’s photographs of roads carved into Yemen’s mountainsides. Balthazar Korab
collection, Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
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Fig. 22
Balthazar Korab, Yemen, 1978. Contact sheet with photographs of people Korab encountered in
Yemen. Balthazar Korab collection, Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, DC.
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Fig. 23
Examples of three-quarters perspective in the February 1981 issue of AIA Journal; clockwise
from top: the Villard Houses in New York (in “The Latest Life of the Villard Houses,” 68);
houses by Joseph Lluís Sert on Ibiza (in “Homage to a Catalonian,” 51); in Olympic Oil Stain
advertisement; and in Gail Architectural Ceramics advertisement. Photographer is uncredited in
all four instances.
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Fig. 23
Photographs of interiors and exteriors devoid of people in “Profile: Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer
Associates,” AIA Journal, February 1981, 40–49. Top photographs by Ronald McGrath; bottom
photograph by Yukio Futagawa.
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Fig. 25
Mario Cresci. “I dibattiti parlamentari per le leggi sul risanamento dei Sassi di Matera dal 1952
al 1971” (The parliamentary debates over the laws on the redevelopment of the Sassi di Matera,
from 1952 to 1971). In Matera: Immagini e documenti (Matera: Edizioni META, 1975), 315.
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Fig. 26
Carlo Aymonino. Plan for Spine Bianche neighborhood in Matera. Published in “Matera: Mito e
Realtà,” Casabella Continuità, no. 231 (1959).
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Fig. 27
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti (Matera: Edizioni META, 1975), 96.
Sequenza di alcune zone del Sasso Barisano formato dal rioni ([One in a] sequence of
photographs of sections of the Sasso Barisano, divided into neighborhoods)162
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Captions for images in Matera: Immagini e documenti are Cresci’s; translations are my own.
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Fig. 28
Mario Cresci. Front and back cover of Comune di Tricarico: Quaderno del piano. By Cresci,
Aldo Musacchio, Ferruccio Orioli, and Raffaelle Panella, 1967, unpaginated.
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Fig. 29
Mario Cresci. “La masseria e il latifondo” (The large farmhouse and the latifundium). In Comune
di Tricarico: Quaderno del piano.
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Fig. 30
Mario Cresci. “Il vicinato” (The neighborhood). In Comune di Tricarico: Quaderno del piano.
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Fig. 31
Mario Cresci. “Gli oggetti d’uso” (Everyday objects). In Comune di Tricarico: Quaderno del
piano.
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Fig. 32
Mario Cresci. From the series Interni mossi, Tricarico, 1979.
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Fig. 33
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 90–91.
Sequenza panoramica del Sasso Caveoso dalla piazzetta Pascoli ([One in a] sequence of
panoramas of the Sasso Caveoso, seen from Piazzetta Pascoli)
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Fig. 34
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 100–101.
Left: Strada per la piazzetta del Barisano al centro del rione (Street through Piazzetta del
Barisano in the center of the Sasso Barisano neighborhood)
Right: Scale nel Sasso Barisano (Stairs in the Sasso Barisano)
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Fig. 35
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 78–79.
Sequenza panoramica della città ripresa dal campanile della Cattedrale ([One in a] sequence of
panoramas of the city, taken from the cathedral bell tower)
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Fig. 36
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 10–11.
Top: Sasso Barisano dal muro della Cattedrale (Sasso Barisano, seen from the cathedral wall)
Bottom: Zona della Palomba (Palomba Plateau, below the Sassi)
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Fig. 37
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 38–39.
Left: Vecchia tufaia (Ancient travertine quarry)
Right: Zona del rione Casalnuovo (In the area of the Casalnuovo neighborhood)
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Fig. 38
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 18–19.
Left: Frantumazione della roccia (Crushing rocks)
Right: Resti di una cava (Remains of a quarry)
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Fig. 39
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 118–119.
Left: Casa espropriata nei Sassi (Stripped house in the Sassi)
Right: Loggia di una casa popolare (Balcony of a working-class apartment building)
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Fig. 40
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 126–127.
Left: Facciata di S. Pietro Barisano (Façade of S. Pietro Barisano)
Right: Edilizia nel centro della città (Building near the center of the city)
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Fig. 41
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 110–111.
Left: Via Fiorentini
Right: Depositi al rione Civita (Refuse deposited in the Civita neighborhood)
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Fig. 42
Henri Cartier-Bresson. Matera, Basilicata, Italy, 1951.
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Fig. 43
Henri Cartier-Bresson. Matera, Basilicata, Italy, 1951.
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Fig. 44
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 104.
Un vicinato nella zona alta del Sasso Barisano (A neighborhood near the high zone of the Sasso
Barisano)
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Fig. 45
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 182–183.
Left: Consegna del nuovo carro alla popolazione (Delivery of the new float to the population)
Right: Due luglio (July 2)
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Fig. 46
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 174–175.
Left: Due luglio, festa della Madonna della Bruna, inizio della processione dei pastori (July 2,
the Feast of the Madonna della Bruna, the beginning of the shepherds’ procession)
Right: Due luglio, processione della mattina, la statua della Madonna viene portata al rione
Piccianello (July 2, morning procession; the statue of the Madonna is carried to the Piccianello
neighborhood)
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Fig. 47
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 188–189.
Both images: Il carro è distrutto. Ogni pezzo raccolto è di buon auspicio e viene esposto nelle
case e nei locali pubblici (The float is destroyed. Each piece collected is a good omen and is
exhibited in homes and public places)
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Fig. 48
Mario Cresci. Matera: Immagini e documenti, 142–143.
Left: Casa disabitata con pavimento a mattoni disposti a taglio (Uninhabited house with brick
floor)
Right: Sottoportico di una casa popolare (Under the portico of a working-class apartment
building)
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